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About PEP Foundation:

PEP FOUNDATION

PEP Foundation, Inc. is a registered 501(c)3 non-profit organization,
with offices in New York City and Islamabad. The PEP Foundation was
founded to ensure the right of every young man and woman in Pakistan
to have access to quality higher education; and with the understanding
that “through academic excellence Pakistan will be able to produce
outstanding professionals and leaders, and bring economic prosperity
to its masses”.
The PEP Foundation has now been working for 24 years, and is the
only non profit organisation focused on Pakistan’s Higher Education
sector. Our efforts to date, have focused on providing direct financial
assistance to deserving students, highlighting critical gaps and
solutions, and embedding systems change.

provinces of Pakistan. New partners, including international partners, are
being added on an ongoing basis.
The Network has been designed with the specific objective of promoting
and guiding social innovations that have the potential to solve large
national problems. The Impact Network focuses on Education, Health,
Water, Agriculture and Energy as its priority sectors. The program reached
out to 5000 people in 2018.

impact network partners:

The PEP Foundation’s ongoing S.A.F.E. program (Student Advancement
Endowment Funds), established in 42 universities, continues to provide
scholarships to deserving students, and the SSBC Program (Student
Start-up Business Centers) across 9 universities has till date produced
62 new businesses. The Sughra Begum Policy Center for Education has
been operating its Mphil program on education policy at the Punjab
University.
In 2018, the PEP Foundation has been able to expand its work to
include stimulating, supporting and scaling social innovations. The
new program, Impact network.pk, fosters cross sector collaborations
connecting academia to the real world.

About impact network:
The Impact Network is a formal collaboration between Incubation
Centers, Social Entrepreneurship Support Organizations, Universities,
Public Sector, Donors and Investors to stimulate, support and scale
critical social innovations. The Impact Network program already
consists of 35 partner organizations from 10 cities across all four
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Opportunity BRIEF

The Education Opportunity Brief
Global Market size:

Population growth will be a key challenge for the EdTech sector.
By 2035, there are expected to be 2.7bn students worldwide, and
in order to meet higher education demand under the current
structure; two universities need to be built per day, over the next
twenty years.

A recent report produced by EDTechXGlobal in partnership
with IBIS Capital.Ahead, finds EdTech market market is
now over $5tn, 8x the size of the software market and
3x size of the media and entertainment industry, yet
traditional education is only 2% digitised.

With the recognition of online education qualifications long
representing a challenge for the industry, the report indicates
that MOOC job conversion rates are increasing with Coursera,
an educational technology company that offers MOOCs, cited as
being set to reach $30m in revenues per year thanks to its steps
to solve marginal cost and positive impacts at a massive scale.

Education technology is becoming a global phenomenon,
and as distribution and platforms scale internationally,
the market is projected to grow at 17.0% per annum, to
$252bn by 2020. To date, the US has set the trend and pace
of the EdTech market. Asia is now experiencing the world’s
fastest growth in investment into the sector, and Europe
has seen increases in M&A; however, this region remains a
largely under-invested and fragmented market.

The report also predicts a global workforce crisis powered by
extreme automation, where 50% of current jobs won’t exist in
2025, and consequently, there will be a growing need to re-train
the workforce in order to address current skill gaps and increase
the use of continuous learning.” 1

Mobile penetration, particularly smartphones, will be
a game-changer towards delivering and supporting
learning, and driving growth. The report notes that North
America, Europe and the commonwealth states lead in
internet and mobile penetration, while substantial growth
is expected across emerging markets, with mobile being
a catalyst for delivering and supporting learning. With
90% of the world’s population under 30 already being in
emerging markets, education and vocational training in
the area will be led by mobile first strategies.

Ed Tech Trends:
•
•
•
•

1
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Learning Analytics / Personalized Learning
Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality
AI and Big Data
Security

https://www.financedigest.com/global-report-predicts-edtech-spend-to-reach-252bn-by-2020.html
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Top 5 Global Ed Tech Companies
Coursera. https://www.coursera.org/
Coursera (/kərˈsɛrə/) is an online learning platform
founded by Stanford professors Andrew Ng and Daphne
Koller that offers courses, specializations, and degrees.
Coursera works with universities and other organizations
to offer online courses, specializations, and degrees in
a variety of subjects, such as engineering, humanities,
medicine, biology, social sciences, mathematics, business,
computer science, digital marketing, data science, and
others.
The company was founded in 2011, and as of June 2018,
Coursera had more than 33 million registered users[3] and
more than 2,400 courses.
VIP Kid https://t.vipkid.com.cn/
VIPKID is one of the largest online English tutoring
companies in China, which is valued at more than $1.5
billion. It matches over 30,000 teachers in the US and
Canada with over 200,000 primarily Chinese students,
ages 4 to 12, for real-time one-on-one English immersion
learning. The platform has a beautiful student-retention
rate at 95%, and its 25-minute-long classes brought in $760
million in revenue — up from $300 million the previous
year. On the 2018 World’s Most Innovative Companies list,
VIPKID ranked 29th. If considering the Chinese company
solely, it ranked the second on the list, right after Tencent.
Mind Sumo https://www.mindsumo.com/
MindSumo helps college students develop problemsolving, communications, and creative thinking skills by
allowing them to solve real-world corporate challenges.
Their online platform makes it possible for all students
to apply classroom knowledge toward problems they’ll
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be addressing in future careers. Delta Airlines, Caterpillar, and
Ericsson are a few examples of companies that post projects.
MindSumo also rewards students for their accomplishments.
They raised $1.6 million and claimed $2 million in sales for 2016,
(90% over year growth). They currently have ten employees and
over 250,000 students across 3,000 universities around the world
use their service. Also, more than 300 companies (90 are Fortune
500) have posted challenges for students to solve.
CodeMonkey. ... https://www.playcodemonkey.com/
CodeMonkey is a game-based-learning platform that teaches
students eight years and older to code in a real programming
language. CodeMonkey’s platform reflects a new approach
in edtech that combines learning with playing. Users help a
monkey collect bananas by writing different lines of code. While
the kids are playing, an AI engine quietly analyzes the players’
actions to deliver hints, feedback and further instructions.
CodeMonkey is designed as a classroom resource and does not
require prior knowledge and experience.
Since they established in 2014, CodeMonkey has raised $2
million. In 2017 YTD alone, they have generated more than
$500,000 in revenue. They have ten employees in New York
and Israel. Also, they have over 3.5 million users in dozens
of countries around the world. The product is available in 15
languages.
Data Society https://datasociety.com/
Data Society is an online data science-training platform for
professionals. They launched in 2014 with a mission to close the
1.5 million data jobs gap that continues to grow due to lack of
data-literate applicants. They are the first data science-training
program that is specifically designed for professionals to get up
to speed quickly. Their online program takes someone without
a background in math or programming and teaches them how
to automate tedious data cleaning processes, build interactive
visualizations, and analyze data to make better decisions.
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PROBLEM BRIEF

OVERVIEW
It is widely acknowledged that Pakistan’s education
systems are in a state of crisis. Various efforts have not
produced results, and the nation is at a crossroads. It
is time to not only address our immediate needs, but
also plan for education’s future. What does the changing
world mean for education? How do we ensure provision of
education to ALL our citizens? In an age where Information
is already accessible at everyone’s fingertips, it is likely
that we will have access to a level of content that we
cannot conceive. We will all have to learn to differentiate
between information and knowledge. Measuring the
outcomes of education through assessment systems will
also, of necessity require rethinking.
New Education Systems are being tasked with producing
the six “C”s:
•

•

Critical / Analytical Thinkers: As more and more
information becomes available at the click of a
button, the ability to analyse, connect unrelated
areas, and apply technical information to complex
problems will become increasingly important.
Creative Thinkers: In the cut paste world,
originality and creativity will become increasingly
rare. It will be important for education systems to
nurture creativity, originality and the creation of
new knowledge.
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•

Collaborators: Complex problems will require
multidisciplinary, cross sectorial thinking and
collaborative working approaches. Teaching and learning
styles need to change to embed this into the education
system as early as possible.

•

Continual Learners: The requirements of increasingly
practical, technical skills when entering the job market,
increased demand for work/life balance by millennials,
a rapidly aging workforce without those skills and longer
life spans will all mean that learning will need to be a
lifelong process.

•

Citizens of the World: An increasingly complex world will
require global citizens who will be able to understand
the “big picture” and establish the foundations for new
governance structures as borders collapse and physical
resources become increasingly scarce.

•

Compassion /Tolerance/Peace Keepers: The current
violence in the world more than ever reflects the
absolute need for compassion and peace to be
embedded into all education systems.

Technology provides a unique opportunity for Pakistan to
leapfrog its education system into the future. It can provide
outreach to millions for problems such as literacy and numeracy,
as well as provide an opportunity across all the systems to
improve the QUALITY of learning.

15

key statistics

CHALLENGES
Challenges in Higher Ed and TVET

50% OF SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN OUT OF
SCHOOL (25 MILLION CHILDREN)

•
Mapping and Forecast of National Labour Needs
•
Demand Led vs Supply Led
•
Focus on Applied Research
Challenges in Primary and Secondary:
•
•
•

ONLY 17% OF SCHOOL GOING CHILDREN
COMPLETE SECONDARY SCHOOL

476,850 TVET SEATS FOR 2,400,000
ANNUAL NEW LABOUR MARKET ENTRANTS

1.4 MILLION STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
HIGHER ED WITH LOW EMPLOYABILITY
RATES AND LITTLE APPLICATION OR
COMMERCIALIZATION OF RESEARCH

Enrollment /Access
Retention
Quality

Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Demand Side Capacity Building for labour forecasting
Online Content Development
Multiple Delivery Mechanisms (Schools, Cable TV,
Internet, Mobile)
Changes in Assessment systems

Sources:
APEAM - Pakistan Education Statistics 2015-16.pdf
MIT Technology review- Mapping Higher Education, Khalid Khattak
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Solutions From Around the
World:
•

In Kenya, Bridge International Academies utilizes
the “Academy in a Box” model, which emphasizes
high-quality education through standardization, for
its chain of 300 low-cost private schools. Bridge has
developed scripted lesson plans and step-by-step
instructions available on tablets; these allow less
qualified or less experienced teachers to conduct
lessons they may typically not be able to and reduce
the time teachers spend on non-instructional
activities.

•

Nafham is a free online education platform that hosts
and produces video lessons covering Egyptian and
Syrian curricula. In addition to original video content,
Nafham encourages crowd-teaching among students
with its monthly competitions for peer-education
videos. With over 500,000 students served and 30
million views to its videos, Nafham demonstrates how
strong students’ desire, especially in areas with many
displaced children, is for a place to interact and learn
with other boys and girls.

•

EduTrac, an innovative project from Uganda, is an open
source application that monitors education service delivery
and can be used to collect any type of numerical data via
SMS. EduTrac provides districts in Uganda with a tool to
facilitate tracking of accountability measures such as teacher
attendance rates, and helps to improve education policies.

Source:
Database: Education Technology, Center for Education Innovations
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INNOVATIONS from pakistan
Catco Kids

Naseem

CONTACT: Zahra Shaheen

CONTACT: Muhammad Ali Chaudhry

http://catcokids.com/
zahra@catcokids.com

http://www.naseem.education
ali@naseem.education
Supporters: NIC Islamabad

Catco Kids runs daycare facilities in Pakistan that cater to
women and children from all levels of income and works to
promote the development of quality childcare in Pakistan
and the establishment of a National Childcare System in the
country. It is a major provider and pioneer of quality daycare
programs in Pakistan. Established in Karachi in 2003 as a
social enterprise, the organization has expanded to have four
corporate centers and one community center in the Karachi
area, as well as five corporate centers in Punjab. The company
is in the planning phase of a social franchise launch.

Naseem.education is creating a personalised digital tutor that
semantically filters and contextually teaches world knowledge
to each student, independently. They are on a mission to
transform the education systems of the world, bit by bit. They
partner with schools and integrate their curriculum with the
latest developments in education technology.

Dheere Bolo
Teachifyme.com

CONTACT: Nadine Murtaza

CONTACT: Hussain Asghar

https://www.facebook.com/DheereBolo/
nadine.murtaza@njshouse.com

www.teachifyme.com
hussainasghar97@gmail.com

Supporters: Invest2Innovate

Supporters: NIC Islamabad

TeachifyMe.com is an initiative taken to provide a quality
online educational platform to students all over the globe.
It provides students with the best revision resources created
according to the syllabus of each subject, thus providing
accurate and specific information required by the students to
get a better grip over their subjects.
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Dheere Bolo is an activist publishing house working to bring
you beautiful, authentic stories from across Pakistan. Created
by teachers, Dheere Bolo’s songs, stories, and curricula align
with the Pakistan National Curriculum. It is their express
goal to improve and enhance learning in the classroom and
beyond.
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Amal Academy

Ravvish

CONTACT: Benje Williams

CONTACT: Zia Hussain

http://www.amalacademy.org		
benje@amalacademy.org

http://ravvish.com
ziahussainsyed@gmail.com

Supporters: Invest2Innovate

Supporters: Social Innovation Lab

Amal helps Pakistani youth build bridges to their career
aspirations. Amal Academy is a professional development
institute that teaches skills fundamental to pursuing one’s
dreams. It aims to bridge the income gap in our society by
developing soft skills (communication, leadership, confidence,
teamwork, public speaking) in youth which are highly sought
after by industry experts.

The Dot and The Line
CONTACT: Maheeb Bashir and Lina Ahmed
http://dotandlinelearning.com
maheen.bashir@gmail.com
linaahmed9@gmail.com
Supporters: SpringAccelerator, Invest2Innovate

Ravish is a social enterprise that works for peace building,
tolerance and empathy and aims to resolve conflicts that
emerge from differences in cultures, religions and ideas.
They do this through their 40 hours long activity-based
curriculum for middle and high school students, executed by
in-class trainers and cultural representatives from 15 different
countries across the globe. The curriculum has empirically
proved to increase levels of empathy and tolerance in students
who go through their program.

Project 50 Kids
CONTACT: Yahya Ali
http://project50kids.com
yahya_ali@outlook.com
Supporters: Social Innovation Lab

Dot & Line Club is a nurturing cocoon that builds strong bonds,
weaves big ideas and stretches the imagination. Its range of
well-researched workshops are for children aged 9 months
to 12 years. Its inspiring workshops are high on creativity
and stimulate both sides of the brain. Dot & Line Club builds
motor skills and nurtures secure bonds in children through
movement and music, stretches imaginations through art and
conversation.
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Project 50 Kids is a social enterprise that is working to
promote technology literacy, critical and creative thinking
while building a strong human connection. Their mission is to
harness creativity amongst children. Project 50 Kids believes
that by integrating intellectual and material resources on
one platform, they can create a powerful connection that will
bring together aspirants from across social classes, enrich
experiences and help accomplish greater achievements.
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Rahnumai
CONTACT: Hafiz Awais
http://rahnumai.com
h.awais682@gmail.com
Supporters: Social Innovation Lab

Rahnumai aims to increase higher education enrollment
especially for students who do not have direct access to
universities across Pakistan. Most universities in the country
do not have an online application portal. Rahnumai’s online
portal allows students from every region in the country to
fill their university applications online without any barriers
and select the universities where they want to apply.
The organization then forwards these applications to the
universities on students’ behalf. In order to create access in
areas where internet and computer facilities are not widely
available, they conduct sessions in colleges to help the
students navigate their portal and fill the application form.

Science Fuse

education and careers. Science Fuse makes learning and
teaching science a fun, hands-on and engaging experience for
3 - 14 year olds. Their curriculum focuses on not just imparting
scientific knowledge, but also on developing crucial skills and
attitudes in children such as science enquiry, critical thinking,
communication and collaboration skills, a growth mindset as
well as nurturing children’s sense of curiosity and wonder.

UpSkill
CONTACT: Umair javed
https://www.facebook.com/UpSkillOfficial/
info@upskill.pk
UpSkill is Pakistan’s first e-learning portal. It is an initiative
which intends to fill all the voids in a graduate’s CV and
intends to help them get all the necessary knowledge which
is relevant to their field. UpSkill offers MOOCs to Pakistani
students. The students can enroll in these online courses and
can learn practical skills that will help them succeed in the
local job market.

Q-OBE

CONTACT: Lalarukh

CONTACT: Muazzam Bhatti

http://sciencefuse.com
lalah_rukh@hotmail.com
Supporters: Social Innovation Lab

Science Fuse is working to change how science is perceived
and communicated both inside and outside classrooms
in Pakistan. Science Fuse curates informal STEM learning
programs for children from diverse socioeconomic
backgrounds to nurture their interest and understanding of
STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
24

https://qualityobe.com/
muazzam.arslan@alfoze.com
Q-OBE is a Software Application for Universities, Colleges,
Schools and Vocational Institutes to maintain and improve
quality of education using OBE (Outcome Based Education)
Methodology. Quality OBE is a cloud-based Information system
which facilitates institutes to manage quality of education
using Outcome Based Education (OBE) Methodology.
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LettuceBee Kids

Mera SABAQ

CONTACT: Sarah Adeel

CONTACT: Hassan Bin Rizwan

https://lettucebeekids.com/
sarah@lettucebeekids.org

www.facebook.com/merasabaqPK/
hbr@sabaq.edu.pk

Suporters: Acumen, Social innovation Lab, Stanford
Ignite. Those island school of design, LGTVP, Norwegian
Embassy, United States Fulbright Program.

Supporters: SpringAccelrator,IlmIdeas2

LettuceBee Kids (LBK) is working to develop a sustainable and
scalable model for the education, care and social integration
of street children. They focus on 4 core values to prepare
children for regular schools and society; music, arts, farming
and family to help them build self-respect and confidence.
The sustainable LBK business model capitalizes on design and
product development inspired by the artwork and stories of
the participating children. The artwork developed during LBK
education activities is converted by in-house designers into
lifestyle products. These products - for children, by children
- establish ties between the street children and their more
fortunate counterparts.

MeraSABAQ is custom-made tablet designed to be used both
by proficient as well as novice teachers across formal and
non-formal learning environments. Designed to encourage
peer learning where students learn together, with and from
each other, meraSABAQ can be used to target numeracy and
literacy skills and develop science concepts of students from
kindergarten to grade 5. MeraSABAQ’s pedagogically sound and
engaging digital content in regional and local languages can
be easily integrated to create a blended learning experience or
used as a supplementary resource to revise previously taught
concepts.

The History Project
CONTACT: Qasim Aslam

Wonder Tree
CONTACT: Muhammad Usman, Muhammad Waqas

http://thehistory-project.org/
qasim.aslam@gmail.com

www.wondertree.co
usman@wondertree.co, mwaqas@wondertree.co

Supporters: Seeds Of Peace, Cambridge Social Ventures,
International Youth Foundation

Supporters: Ilmideas2, The Nest i/0

The History Project, a Pakistani education organization focused
on creating a global citizenry tolerant of differences and
equipped with the ability to think critically about the abundant
rhetoric of intolerance. Their mission is to introduce students
in their formative years to competing narratives of national
textbook history and help them develop an understanding of
the historical context of identity, while building their capacity
to become independent critical thinkers.

WonderTree is developing an e-curriculum for special kids.
Wonder Tree is redefining special needs therapy using
Augmented Reality games. Their AR games are especially
designed to make therapy for differently-able kids interesting
and a fun experience, with adequate reporting system that lets
therapists and parents measure improvement.
26
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ELN (E-learning Network)

AzCorp Entertainment

CONTACT: Ms. Sana Farooq

CONTACT: Imran Azhar
azcorpentertainment.com
imranazhar@azcorpentertainment.com

www.eln.io
sana@eln.io
Supporters: Nest io, Ilm Ideas 2, NIC Karachi

ELN The e-Learning Network provides globally recognised
vocational training online. They receive registrations from 20+
countries across Europe and Asia. In Pakistan they are working
on the education system by bringing international standards
to teacher education, educational management and curriculum
services, i.e., R&D and digitisation.

Grassroots Consultant
CONTACT: Zeeshan Hasan
https://www.facebook.com/grassrootsedu/		
zeeshan.hasan@grassrootedu.com

Supporters: Ilm Ideas, Sindh Education Board,
Development in Literacy

AzCorp Entertainment was created to provide meaningful and
entertaining storytelling with embedded civics, social justice
and gender equality themes. AzCorp’s vision is a relatable
universe of heroes and villains that come alive through
thought-provoking stories, that prompt dialogue, instill critical
thinking, evoke social consciousness, and compel positive
local action by its readers.

Hujra School
CONTACT: Asif Ali Khan
https://www.facebook.com/pg/hujraschool/
about/?ref=page_internal
hujraschools@gmail.com

Supporters: Ilmideas2

Grassroot Consultant is established to enable quality
education for 1 Million students by 2020. It aims at joining
hands with public and private schools to improve their School
Management, Teaching Quality and Student Learning.
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Supporters: IlmIdeas2 , NIC Peshawar

HujraSchools aims to redefine hujras and upgrade from a
large under utilised spaces for hospitality to lively community
centres abuzz with learning & creativity. It is a low cost
schooling system with STE(A)M syllabus. Hujra Schools will
enable students to become scientists, technologists, engineers,
artists and mathematicians.
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Micro-Nets

LearnOBots

CONTACT: Syed Khurram Bukhari		

CONTACT: Faisal Laghari, Hashim Barraq

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Micronets/
about/?ref=page_internal
Micronetspk@gmail.com

http://learnobots.com/
faisalaghari@gmail.com, barraq952@hotmail.com

Supporters: IlmIdeas2
Micro-Nets is a registered company working for educational
development by designing products and services to solve basic
problems in our Education System. It is an innovation to teach
better and to learn better.

Studentary

Supporters: IlmIdeas2 , Spring Accelerator, The Nest i/o,
TIC
LearnOBots is a startup that focuses on providing Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM)
education to children. They are the leading player in STEAM
education in Pakistan, and not only conduct workshops and
camps on a regular basis, but schools have also started
integrating their program into their curriculum. They also have
a series of educational toy robots.

CONTACT: Laraib Ali
http://www.studentary.com/
laraibali226@yahoo.co.uk		
Supporters: IlmIdeas2
Studentary is using the power of geo location to revolutionize
the way books are bought and sold in Pakistan. Studentary
believes that education should be affordable and accessible
for everyone. It uses technology to ensure that books are
not wasted and those who cannot afford new textbooks have
access to affordable used textbooks.
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Ejaad Tech
CONTACT: Nasir Jumani, Zaid Pirwani
http://ejaadtech.com
zaidpirwani@ejaad.com.pk
Supporters: The Nest i/o, NIC Karachi
EjaadTech aims to make learning at Middle School level fun
and engaging using kits, teaching aids, online resources,
cultural contextual material, workshops, activities and science
fairs. They provide cost-effective tools to educators and
students and provide a membership to educators, schools and
students to obtain STEAM products, services and resources.
All of their products emphasize on being aligned with the
curriculum and have concrete learning outcomes associated.
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Edkasa

Aurat Raaj

CONTACT: Fahad Tanveer, Annum Sadiq

CONTACT: Saba Khalid

https://edkasa.com
annum@edkasa.com

https://www.auratraaj.com/
sabakhalid2@gmail.com

Supporters: SpringAccelerator

Supporters: Ilmideas2, The Nest i/o

EDKASA aims to increase access to quality secondary education
by making available top quality secondary teachers across
the country through their interactive online learning platform.
The platform allows for live, interactive classes connecting
one teacher to up to 100 students at a time. Using the EDKASA
Direct product, students from anywhere in the country can
join the platform using an internet-connected device. In
parallel, EDKASA will make ‘teacher stream’ available to EDKASA
franchisees, targeting those students who cannot directly
connect to the platform.

Aurat Raaj believes in the power of digital content to end
gender violence and inequality. They inspire girls and women
through innovative tech. Their articles and videos showcase
powerful, inspiring role models in STEM and other fields who
are breaking gender stereotypes and barriers. Their workshops
inspire girls to become techpreneurs, prepare them on issues
like consent and confidence and empower them with self
defense skills.

J-Axis
Asaan Taleem

CONTACT: Zulfiqar Sajid		

CONTACT: Radha Mohanlal

http://j-axis.co/		
jaxisproductions@gmail.com

https://www.asaantaleem.org/		
radhamohanlal@gmail.com

Supporters: The Nest i/o, Ilmideas2

Supporters: IlmIdeas2 , The Nest i/o

Asaan Taleem connects qualified women (tutors/
professionals/ homemakers) to teach girls through live video
classes, providing easy access to quality education. In this
way, they also empower women who are looking for flexible
work hours, by enabling them to earn from home at their
convenience.
32

J-axis is a start up game and design studio. They design
interactive and concept learning games for kids. Their idea is
to educate kids and boost their creativity in a very innovative
way, through games and graphical videos. Their games are
addictive, educational and most importantly fun.
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Near Peer

TechTree

CONTACT: Ammar Ali Ayub

CONTACT: Shaheer Ahmed

https://www.nearpeer.org/contactus
ontact@nearpeer.org

https://www.techtree.io/		
shaheer@techtree.io

Supporters: NIC Lahore (LCE), Plan9

Supporters:Ilmideas2, The Nest i/o, Habib University

Nearpeer.org is a MOOC platform that offers online video
courses that are institution specific. It is established to create
a self learning and evolving learning community where peers
help each other by offering institution specific courses.

The Unipedia

Techtree produces self-explanatory educational robotic kits
for all school-going children who are facing a lack of exposure
to technical or multidimensional education. The robots can
be controlled and programmed through Techtree’s software
and smartphone application. TechTree envisions to ensure
the future generation is well-versed with the scientific and
technological revolutions that are shaping the world of
today by fostering in them the passion to explore fascinating
possibilities in STEM fields.

CONTACT: Ali Gohar Wassan
https://theunipedia.com/		
ag_wassan@live.com>

Instrucfor
CONTACT: Muhammad Anas Arshad

Supporters: The Nest i/o
The Unipedia is an online web portal where students can
prepare for different pre-entry tests. They can also use the
website to search and apply for internships and jobs with a
single click.

http://www.instrucfor.com/		
anas_844@hotmail.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o
Instrucfor is an online marketplace for hiring instructors and
tutors on the basis of their skills, expertise, experience and
reviews of their past students. Instrucfor helps students and
parents hire the ideal tutor.
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Tools For Teachers

WeMakers

CONTACT: Afshan A. Razzak

CONTACT: Syed Ali Ahmad

http://www.armeg.org/		
armediaeducation@gmail.com

https://www.weemakers.com/		
aliahmad.jr10@gmail.com

Supporters: The Nest i/o

Supporters: Ilm ideas 2, The Nest i/o

Tools for Teachers is a cellphone application, which will
provide pedagogical support to all teachers, to make teaching
stress-free and make the learning process more effective and
interesting for all learners.

WeMakers hopes to teach young children the concepts of 3D
Printing, robotics and more, with the eventual goal of bringing
out the maker in every child. Their latest project is the Tinker
Box, a monthly subscription-based toolkit that allows young
kids to use problem-solving and critical thinking to solve a
mini challenge.

Concrete To Abstract
CONTACT: Afsheen Agha

The Counsellor

https://www.facebook.com/c2a.mathslab/		
afsheenagha@gmail.com

CONTACT: Syeda Sana Nasim

Supporters: Ilm Ideas, The Nest i/o, Pakistan Maths
and Science Alliance, The Learning Tree School, Ashraf
Public School Skardu
Concrete to Abstract believes in a concept-driven pedagogical
philosophy towards teaching Maths. They design teaching
aids and math manipulatives, which can then be used to train
teachers in their customized Math labs, to make learning
Maths fun for all.
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http://thecounsellor.io
Sananasim23@gmail.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o
The Counsellor provides a platform to students to connect
with career counsellors and get the counselling they need.
Their Facebook group is a public forum where counsellors
and students can easily interact with one another and gain
valuable insight from peers and mentors.
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DESK

The IELIT

CONTACT: Maira Jafri, Asmat Chaudhary

CONTACT: Saleem Ullah

http://www.gooverdesk.com/
Mairaj.Jafri@gooverdesk.com,
Asmat.Chaudhry@gooverdesk.com

https://www.facebook.com/info.ielits.sukkur/
saleemkhushk123@gmail.com

Supporters: The Nest i/o
DESK aims to bring the Pakistani education sector at par with
global standards. The venture is working to provide a unified
platform of video content, digital assessments and online
reading material to various educational institutions.

Supporter: SSBC, SALU Khairpur Mir
The IELIT stands for “Institute of English Language &
Information Technology”. They facilitate school children
(especially those from government schools) to learn English
by using modern means uch as multimedia, smart boards,
Android apps, AV aids, Language Lab,etc., instead of traditional
class room settings, which are not fruitful in this modern era.

ConnectHear

Durrani STEM Service

CONTACT: Azima Dhanjee

CONTACT: Ali Ahmed Durrani

https://connecthear.wordpress.com/		
azima.dhanjee@gmail.com

https://web.facebook.comdurranistems/?ref=bookmarks

Supporters: The Nest i/o
ConnectHear aims to bridge the communication gap between
the deaf and mute people and the community at large. It is
setting up a sign language interpretation system, connecting
sign language interpreters to the deaf and mute individuals
or organizations who cater to them. Alongside, it is also
developing an application to convert audio to sign language,
using Pakistan Sign Language to make their application
convenient to be used in Pakistan.
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Supporters: NIC Peshawar, St. Francis High School
Hayatabad Peshawar, Model Montessori Peshawar,
Education Department KPK
We offer different modules in Robotics, Programming &
Electronics starting from basic level to advance, for kids of
age group 7-17 years old. Our modules are designed as to
endorse concepts from our KPK text board book and national
curriculum of Pakistan, providing application to theoretical
concepts.
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Club Internet
CONTACT: Fahad Rao and Sophia Pervez
http://www.clubinternet.co/
fahadrao@gmail.com, spz3113@gmail.com
Supporters: Microsoft, Facebook, MIT Enterprise Forum
Pakistan, Social Innovation Lab, Telenor
Club Internet is a startup that wants to help more people
use internet all across Pakistan, especially in areas where
the internet is unheard of or access to it is sorely lacking.
Club Internet wants to make internet usage mainstream, by
imparting education and training programs all across Pakistani
cities and villages.

Herstellar
CONTACT: Hina Tariq		
engr.hinatariq@gmail.com
Herstellar is empowering women by educating them through
technology. It is providing them with easy toolkit from which
a lay-person can learn to be a maker through learning
technology. This way, women can play an important role in
solving real world problems.

Bolo Tech

DIY Geeks

CONTACT: Rabab Fatima, Shanza Khan Shahani

CONTACT: Usama Abid

http://bolotech.com/
shanzakhan.sks@gmail.com,
rabab.fatima@bolotech.com

https://diygeeks.org/
usamaabid@diygeeks.org

Supporters: IlmIdeas2 , The Nest i/o, National
Incubation Center

DIY Geeks has taken a strong stance to inculcate a “Do It
Yourself” culture in the students of Pakistan and enable them
to take control of their education by physically practising what
they learn in classrooms via their DIY Kits. Circuit components,
wires, terminals and transistors in the kit engross the users
into building their personal small level electronic devices from
scratch.

BoloTech is a health startup that has developed a speech
therapy tool to assist people with speech impediments.
Their easy-to-use portal enables verbal interaction between
individuals with speech disorders and their caretakers, parents
and health professionals, thus improving their efficiency in
speech. They have clinical and home-based therapy solutions
to facilitate the speech and communication difficulties
primarily in Urdu. They are committed to improve the quality of
life for people with speech, language, and cognitive difficulties.
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Free Animated Education
CONTACT: Maaz Aslam
https://www.facebook.com/freeanimatededucation
Nakcollection@gmail.com

Hahaha Studio
CONTACT:Hamza Lari
www.hahahastudio.com
hamzalari@hahahastudio.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o

Free Animated Education creates animated lessons based on
syllabi implemented in schools and makes them available
online.

Centre for Academic Innovation and
Research (CAIR)

Hahaha Studio is an ‘Out of the box’ and ‘unconventional’
content creation company for kids, operating online and on
ground. They are the first online kids’ channel and mobile
app of its kind that reflects our ethics, values, culture, and
lifestyle in Urdu; a creative platform that aims to produce
entertainment and educational content to equip children with
various life skills.

CONTACT: Muhammad Fida Hussain Fida
http://cair.org.pk/
paragonmubeen@gmail.com
Supporters: NIC Lahore, Ilm Ideas 2, UKAID

CAIR envisions an education system in Pakistan which provides
equitable learning opportunities to all its children regardless
of their race, ethnic background or socio-economic status; an
education system which focuses on the individual learning
abilities of all the school children by making teachers skilled
in latest pedagogical knowledge and skills so that the learners
in classrooms today can be problem solvers, lifelong learners,
self-starters, and innovators of tomorrow. For this purpose,
CAIR is designing a teacher education program which will focus
on comprehensive teachers’ education and ultimately become
part of the public school teacher education program.
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CheMysticBots
CONTACT: Abdullah Chohan
http://www.mysticbots.com
abdullah@mysticbots.com
Supporters:”Technology Incubation Center (NUST) ,
Allied School Leaders Campus”
An application on smartphone for students of K12 level
allowing to view chemical structures and experiments in 3D
space, which ultimately allows them to understand chemistry
better
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The Robotics Club Pakistan
CONTACT: Sadaf Ahmad
https://www.facebook.com/Roboticsclubpk/
sadaf@roboticsclubpk.com
Supporter: WIN Punjab, NIC Lahore
Robotics Club provides innovative STEAM learning for children
and teenagers in a fun, collaborative environment. Their
hands-on, project-based programs include after-school
classes, holiday and summer camps, weekend courses,
workshops and competitions. They have inspired hundreds of
young people across the Pakistan, to take charge of technology
and make amazing things with it.

TeeSquare

Reliable Innovative Technologies
CONTACT: Muhammad Javaid
www.reliet.com
Info@reliet.com
Supporters: BBIEC, NIC QUETTA, PSEB, BUITEMS, UOB
Reliable Innovative Technologies is an IT company providing
products like Reliable School Software(RSS). RSS is the only
ERP automation solution for the entire schooling system,
college systems or educational sectors. This distributed and
synchronizated data provides the source of information
needed for students, staff and parents at a much higher speed.
An ERP system that can be accessed anytime anywhere, RSS
integrate all departments of the educational sector and other
stakeholders. It benefits everyone from the readily available
data shared in real time, boosting efficiency and reducing the
number of systems an institution maintains.

CONTACT: Zainab Hameed
Teesquare.org
Zainab.hameed@teesquare.org
TeeSquare is developing a digital solution for Urdu, English
and numeracy literacy, which can be monitored centrally and
has intuitive user interface which is geared towards children
and adults. It leverages the existing broadband and school
buildings.

eShagird
CONTACT: Muzamil Ahmed
www.eshagird.com
muzzammil266@gmail.com
Supporters: National Incubation Center, Islamabad
An online platofrm focused on online preparation of
competitive exams using latest technologies.
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ARMEG

PrepareHOW

CONTACT: Afshan A.Razzak

CONTACT: Khurshid Amin
https://PrepareHOW.com
khurshid.sherani1@gmail.com
Supporter: The Incubator GIK Institute, NIC Islamabad
.
PrepareHOW is an ed-tech startup that guides and prepares
students of remote areas for university admission tests with
the help of an offline and online Mobile App. Our aim is to
build an AI-powered blended learning system; a combination
of Offline and Online Learning. This will enable educational
inclusivity.

Www.armeg.org
Armediaeducation@gmail.com
AR Media and Education Group is a registered organisation
dedicated to elaborate and promote children’s art, imagination
and creativity. ARMEG provides high quality arts education
programme in underserved public schools and communities.

Durrani STEM Service
CONTACT: Ali Ahmed Durrani

PIXCILE

https://web.facebook.comdurranistems/?ref=bookmarks

CONTACT: Fasih Hansmukh

Supporters: NIC Peshawar, St. Francis High School
Hayatabad Peshawar, Model Montessori Peshawar,
Education Department KPK

http://pixcile.com
contact@pixcile.com
Supporter: National Incubation Center, Karachi.
Pixcile works on developing projects based on Augmented and
Virtual Reality. Thier software application, named SPARK is for
an education system. Its idea is to transform and enhance all
the educational content into 3D illustrations and digitize it,
to make it interactive, interesting and easily understandable.
The target market is all those schools and institutes who are
willing to bring revolution in their educational departments.
Moreover, students and parents along with the schools can
also subscribe to their customized application.
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We offer different modules in Robotics, Programming and
Electronics starting from basic level to advance, for kids of
age group 7-17 years old. Our modules are designed as to
endorse concepts from our KPK text board book and national
curriculum of Pakistan, providing application to theoretical
concepts.
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Foster Learning Pakistan
CONTACT: M Sannan Khan

JF Labs
CONTACT: Asfand Yaar

www.fosterlearning.org.pk
sannan@fosterlearning.org.pk
Supporter: Innovation District 92, Commonwealth, Superior
Group of Colleges, Congress of Molecular Biology PU, Oxford
Creative Hub UK, Innovation Hub- TiE Islamabad, Akhuwat
Institute of Social Enterprise and Management, NETSOL
Technologies Inc., Moftak Solutions, Islamia University
Bahawalpur, Khawaja Fareed University Rahim Yar Khan,
University of Peshawar, CECOS University Peshawar, University
of Agriculture Faisalabad, International Islamic University
Islamabad, AIMS College Layyah, GCUF Layyah, NCBA&E, and
Government College Women University Faisalabad.
Foster Learning Pakistan is an educational social enterprise,
aiming to economically, and socially empower low income
youth of Pakistan by conducting two months capacity building
programs in universities.
Foster Flagship Training Program, is a 2 month intensive
program for undergraduate and graduate university students
to build their personal and professional careers.

http://www.jflabspk.com/about/
jflabspakistan@gmail.com
Supporters: Plan 9
JF Labs provides a platform for manufacturing, consultancy,
Research and Development (R&D) and Transfer of Technology
(TOT). They inspire the young generation to get involved in
robotics culture and revolutionize the field of robotics in
Pakistan.

Unidesk
CONTACT: Karishma Zaka Ullah
http://unidesk.compk/?fbclid=IwAR2W2B4MMTTjsoPJm
CsBc8ahudogd6lUyUvl7PiekLilwDfBt2idGCfjOMU
karishma_zaka@yahoo.com
Supporters: Peshawar 2.0

Tutors Gateway

Unidesk is Career Counselling Platform for high schoolers. The
company wants to help students make the best career choices
according to their aptitude, interest and job market realities.
Unidesk is a web portal that serves to act as a one stop for all
students hoping to pursue higher education in colleges and
universities but are unsure as to where to take admission.

CONTACT: Abdul Moiz
www.tutorsgateway.pk
founder@tutorsgateway.pk
Supporter: NIC Peshawar
Tutors Gateway is a home tuition service in which quality
education is provided to students at their doorstep. They
provide parents with easy access to experienced tutors and a
customized education plan for their children.
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Octopus
CONTACT: Asem Khan Muhammad Dawood

STEM Lab
CONTACT: Muhammad Haroon

https://www.facebook.com/pg/octopusteaches/
about/?ref=page_internal
asem@myoctopus.pk
dawood@myoctopus.pk

http://stemlab.net/?fbclid=IwAR2_VRYP232bUSYm3SEo0i
hm5QSLlW0c54gGuKXc_8WR2x-eFWZXYFJhm_k
haroon.sk17@gmail.com

Supporter: Peshawar 2.0

Supporters: TICK - UET

Octopus aims to explain all the text book concepts in Pushto
and in an artistic way to make it more cool and fun.

Toys Treasure Hub
CONTACT: Fatima Abbas

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) education
is something that is critically lacking in our nations public
school systems. In a globally competitive economy, employers
are increasingly seeking workers skilled in science, technology,
engineering, and math. There is a mismatch between projected
future demand of jobs requiring STEM skills and the supply
of qualified workforce. STEM Lab is working hard to decrease
this gap by helping students and schools to learn future
technologies and teaching methodologies which will produce
thinkers and inventors.

www.toystreasurehub.pk
fatima.careerpk@gmail.com

Nibble View

Supporter: NUST

CONTACT: M.Tayyab Ali Khan

Toys Treasure Hub creates innovative, learning-enhancing toys
for children, especially, autistic, ADHD children or children with
delayed milestones. Initially, they would be selling learning
based toys on low price through e-commerce website for
children and will provide aiding material to autistic kids and
kids with behavioral issues along with preschoolers. (their
niche market is children between ages of 2-8 years) of all
categories.
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https://nibbleview.com/about-us/
nibbleview@gmail.com
Supporters: TICK - UET
Nibble View is a technology learning platform from Pakistan
that offers free courses on various technical fields. The
language of tutorials is very easy for even non-English
speaking population.
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Aawaz
CONTACT: Dr. Seemab Latif, Faysal Fateh
http://aawaz.com.pk/
seemab@aawaz.com.pk,
faisalfateh@hotmail.com

Orbit
CONTACT: Navera Waheed, Wajiha Habib
https://www.orbit-ed.com/
demo@orbit-ed.com,
info@cygnussolution.com

Supporter: Technology Incubation Center - NUST, Ilm Ideas, HEC
Aawaz is artificial intelligence based language learning and
communication platform for non-verbal users. It is the next
generation Augmentative and Alternate Communication
(AAC) application that generates speech and encourages
user to explore new vocabulary and sentences. We focus
on communication skills that are important for learning
environment such as commenting on different topics,
concepts, and objects not physically present in immediate
environment. Aawaz enables children with learning disabilities
to attain social and life skills through communication.

Supporters: Technology Incubation Center - NUST
Orbit is an Augmented Reality based educational application
that presents 3D visualizations of concepts taught to students.
The application aims to nurture the creativity and curiosity
in pupils at schools by engaging them more effectively in the
classrooms through the power of Augmented Reality.

Oxbridge Innovative Solutions
CONTACT: Manzil-e-Maqsood, Talha Javed

Space Technology Education &
Popularization (STEP)

http://oxbridgeinnovatives.com/
manzilmaqsood@gmail.com, tjaved93@hotmail.com

CONTACT: Awais Ahmed Awan

Supporters: Technology Incubation Center - NUST

http://www.spacestepeducom/?fbclid=IwAR3Ngh2zNl2hg
XbIVO-sn-Blcq0_nQR9YtWsp0wtu2FOIR3TuhBMDZuykPs
contact@spacestepedu.com
Supporter: Ilm Ideas
STEP offers services for popularization of Space Science
and Technology awareness and knowledge. It is designing
innovative space science education materials including
story-themed books, a lecture series, a science-themed basic
knowledge booklet and experiment kits to promote interest of
space education in children.
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Oxbridge Innovative Solutions is working towards improving
the standard of science, technology, engineering, art, and
mathematics (STEAM) subjects in Pakistan by providing
students with the necessary hands-on experience while never
leaving the confines of the national curriculum. Their vision
is to incorporate STEAM intensive curriculum in primary and
secondary schools of Pakistan. The STEAM intensive curriculum
comprises of extensive hands-on, constructionist, immersive
sessions suited to the learning capability and progress of an
individual student.
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PEAR

IDE: Innovative Design Essentials

CONTACT:Faizan Saifullah

CONTACT: Dr Yasar Ayaz, Tayyab Shahid, Hamza Asif, Zaid
Ahsan Shah

https://www.facebook.com/PEAR-225927991360672
faizansaifullah@yahoo.com
Supporter: Technology Incubation Center - NUST, Ilm Ideas
PEAR is designing an Augmented Reality application to
increase fluid intelligence in children and youth through
physical activity games.

E-Resource Center
CONTACT: Ali Rehan
http://www.erc.com.pk/index.php
alirehan12@gmail.com
Supporter: Center for Entrepreneurial Development IBA Karachi
E-Resource Center aims to equip the education sector of
Pakistan with latest e-Learning tools and resources.

https://www.facebook.com/pg/IDEROBO/
about/?ref=page_internal
tayyabshahid12@gmail.com
Supporter: Technology Incubation Center - NUST
IDE (Innovation Design Essentials) is derived from Idee
(German: ‘idea’) and the idea is to impart the critical and
design knowledge among the young minds of Pakistan. IDE is
a STEM based educational startup with the aim to promote
designer based approach to improve pragmatic, technical
and innovative thinking of average Pakistani students. Thus,
they claim that they produce problem solvers rather than
technicians and that is why they have a set of interactive,
modular workshops based on Lego kits. With that, they
would conduct session based workshops that include multidisciplinary knowledge to impart design based thinking in the
students. Their adaptive workshops is available for secondary
school, high school and university students.

Teachers’ Lounge
Big Bytes

CONTACT: Saima K. Raheel

CONTACT: Shuja Ul Hasan

https://www.facebook.com/pg/teachersloungeofficial/
about/?ref=page_internal
info@teacherslounge.com.pk

https://www.facebook.com/pg/bigbytespk/about/?ref=page_
internal contact@bigbytes.pk

Supporters: Ilm Ideas

Supporters: Ilm Ideas
Big Bytes enables schools to develop Maker Spaces to
promote STEM learning, by offering equipment, a customized
curriculum, and linkages with robotics experts for technical
guidance.
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Teachers’ Lounge is a resource platform that aims to encourage
collaborative learning among educators through trainings. It
aims to encourage current and aspiring educators to enhance
their professional expertise through its training and mentoring
programs and online resource archive.
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Opportunity BRIEF

The Health Opportunity Brief
The global healthcare market is now estimated to be
worth some $10tn (£7.7tn; €8.9tn) and is growing at a faster
rate than GDP in many countries. This market spans both
the public and the private sectors. In some cases, like
vaccine procurement, it operates mainly in the public
sector, whereas in others, such as digital innovations, we
are seeing an explosion of private sector entrepreneurship
that is leapfrogging health system gaps in many countries.
Making markets work better for health—by reducing
transaction costs, increasing market information,
balancing buyer and supplier risks, and using innovative
business models to reach underserved populations—
will lead to better use of resources and continued
improvements in health in both rich and poor countries.

•
•
•
•

AI Diagnostics
Chatbots
Predictive and Data Analytics
Block Chain

Top 5 Global Health Tech Companies
ReWalk https://rewalk.com/

What does the future hold? The challenge will be to find
appropriate ways to adapt stewardship mechanisms for
mixed health systems in which both public and private
actors and resources are deployed to provide more
health for more people. We will need to pay attention to
transparency, equity, and accountability—for public and
private sector actors alike.

After an accident left Amit Goffer in a wheelchair for life, he
started developing a system that would enable people with
spinal cord injuries to walk again. It took more than a decade,
but now the ReWalk exoskeleton is available to consumers at a
price of $69,500. The ReWalk is basically a battery-powered set of
legs. Users strap it on and then use crutches to balance as they
walk. One of the primary goals is to allow people who have been
bound to wheelchairs to meet the world “eye-to-eye” again. But
the system provides real mobility, as well as positive metabolic
effects and increased functionality, too. In 2012, a 32-year-old
woman who’d been paralyzed from the chest down used a
ReWalk to complete the London Marathon in 17 days. The system
is available internationally and pending FDA clearance in the U.S.

Key trends shaping Health tech

uMoove http://www.umoove.me/

•
•
•

uMoove’s software can turn any device with a front-facing
camera into a face- and eye-tracking device. Some of the
obvious uses of the technology include, allowing user interfaces
to respond to movements of the head and eyes, enabling video

Data Exchange Platforms for Telemedicine
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT)AR/VR/MR
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games to respond to gaze, and analyzing attention and
level of interest. But the company is now pursuing new
medical applications. Yitzi Kempinski, uMoove’s founder,
says that a number of neurological diseases can be
diagnosed based on eye movement. By taking advantage
of this, uMoove could turn many mobile devices, laptops
and even video game consoles into diagnostic devices.
uMoove is an early entrant in the growing eye- and facetracking space and investors have been eager to get in
early. It recently closed a $1.5 million angel round that
followed its $1.5 million seed round.
Telesofia https://www.telesofia.com/
Only about half of patients properly understand some
medication instructions, even when they are as simple
as “take one pill every four hours.” That’s the startling
fact that led a team of doctors and techies to found
Telesofia, an Israeli startup that enables doctors to
provide personalized instructions to patients in easyto-understand videos. The videos, which can be pushed
to any device, use illustrations and everyday language
to make sure that doctors’ orders turn into action at
home. They also filter out irrelevant information, so that
a 65-year-old man doesn’t get sidetracked by medication
warnings intended for breastfeeding mothers. So far,
Telesofia is working with $1.5 million of funding and as of
May it had a Series A round open.
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Surgical Theater https://www.surgicaltheater.net/
A neurosurgeon and two former air force R&D officers, founded
Surgical Theater to bring flight simulation technology to the
operating room. ST’s Surgical Rehearsal Platform (SRP) uses MRI
images and CT scans to render 3D virtual models of patients’
brains. Surgeons then use two joysticks that control virtual
surgical tools to practice operations before they perform
them. The goal is the same as it is for air force pilots using
simulators: make the mission familiar before it counts. Since the
SRP secured FDA approval last February, a number of leading
hospitals have installed it, including Mount Sinai, the Mayo
Clinic, and NYU and UCLA hospitals. The company’s second
product, applies the technology from the SRP to an operating
room navigation system that allows surgeons to peak behind
arteries and other structures using a 3D virtual model while
they’re in the middle of an operation.
TotallyPregnant https://pregnantchicken.com/totally-pregnantapp/
Pregnancy mobile apps have become a booming segment of the
app market, with offerings that include week-by-week pregnancy
trackers, diet managers, and even belly selfie functions. A
new entrant, TotallyPregnant, seems to have rolled all of its
competitors functionality into one, while adding powerful
location-based technology and the first-ever 3D fetus animation
videos. The app has an elegant interface centered on a simple
navigation wheel. Functions include personal photo albums,
informational videos, expert advice forums, baby gear shopping
and a weekly pregnancy tracker. The app is free but generates
revenue with links to online stores and in-app purchases of
classes like Lamaze and yoga for pregnancy.
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PROBLEM BRIEF

OVERVIEW

key statistics

Despite an elaborate and extensive network of health
infrastructure, the health care delivery system in Pakistan
has failed to bring about improvement in health status
especially of rural populations. The health system is
characterized by inadequate expenditure, poor quality
services and poor access to and utilization of services.
Most of the surveys showed that utilization of Government
health care services in Pakistan is low. The three most
commonly cited reasons are, inaccessible facilities, lack
of availability of medicines, and uncooperative staff.
Only 33% of the rural population is in access of 5km.
Additionally, Shortage of basic health care equipment at
hospitals in Pakistan contributes significantly to neonatal
deaths from preventable causes.

HOSPITAL BEDS (PER 10,000
POPULATION):

20
DENSITY OF PHYSICIANS (PER
10,000 POPULATION):

7.8
DENSITY OF NURSES AND
MIDWIVES (PER 10,000
POPULATION):

3.8
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CHALLENGES

Solutions From Around the
World:

•

Access to healthcare

•

Affordability of Healthcare

•

Quality of healthcare
•

Jeeon’s Doctor-in-a-Tab is an innovative mobile
healthcare application that serves rural patients in
Bangladesh by providing local intermediaries with
the training and equipment to facilitate meaningful
consultations with remote doctors. Telemedicine
projects usually connect patients directly to doctors
through a voice call but doctors most often cannot
take meaningful decisions without vital signs, patient
history, drug history, etc. By making use of local
intermediaries, Jeeon enables doctors to have a much
richer interaction with patients, while optimizing the
utilization of the doctor’s time. Also, by using existing
local intermediaries and their existing infrastructure,
it drastically reduces the marginal cost expansion,
making this model highly scalable.

•

One of the most exciting areas for health innovation
in Africa is mHealth. The term mHealth is defined as
the use of “emerging mobile communications and
network technologies for healthcare”. mHealth entails
deploying mobile communication tools, not just
limited to mobile phones but also personal digital
assistants and patient monitoring devices, to improve
access to healthcare support – whether in terms of
medicine, medical care, health-related services or
information.

Recommendations
•

Use technology to increase access

•

Invest in building low-cost local manufacturing of health
equipment and products

•

Institute quality of care frameworks

Sources:
http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/documents/s17305e/s17305e.pdf
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INNOVATIONS from pakistan
•

Aviro Health (South Africa) is a design and technology
company that develops digital applications for
healthcare practitioners to improve the quality of
medical treatment. Its product offerings include
applications that help the administration of HIV/AIDS
treatment, and e-learning and training platforms for
medical practitioners (both physicians and nurses) in
the form of e-books and videos. These applications are
available to healthcare professionals in South Africa,
Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and Malawi. Aviro Health
provides HIV/AIDS patients with real-time feedback
and guidance to healthcare practitioners for reliable
care. It provides information that is essential for HIV
patient management that is often missed in routine
examinations. The application enables nurses to treat
each patient in less than 10 minute and can be used
by any nurse in a primary care setting. This enables
the nurse to determine a patient’s eligibility for ARV
treatment, which drugs to use, and when to start
treatment.

Pakhealth
CONTACT: Fawad Anwar
https://paakhealth.com
fawadkhan865@ymail.com
Supporters: Telco, Telenor Velocity Acceleration program
and KP impact challenge
		
Pak Health is using mobile technology to connect rural part
of population with urban healthcare facilities providing
medicines at their door step, providing them doctor’s
consultation appointment and emergency service information
on single click. They have been distributing medicines in major
cities like Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar along rural
part of KPK and FATA.

Grit 3D
CONTACT: Rabi Imran and Asad Jabbar
https://www.grit3d.com		
rabiimran@gmail.com, asadjabbar11@gmail.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o, Invest2Innovate

Sources:
www.jeeon.com
Africa: Innovations in healthcare, Richard Walker, African Business, 14 July 2014
Africa Is Becoming A Hub Of Medical Innovation, Africa Strictly Business
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Grit 3D is a leading Additive design and manufacturing
company that is working since 2015 which uses emerging
3D technology for rapid product design and development.
It makes functional 3D Printed upper limb prosthetics for
disabled people; provides patient-specific 3D models to
surgeons for pre-surgical planning; promotes the effective
use of 3D printing technology-adding value to human life
and provides 3D scanning, designing and printing services to
industries across Pakistan.
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Sehat Kahani

Rizq

CONTACT: Sara Khurram and Iffat Zafar

CONTACT: Musa Aamir

http://www.sehatkahani.com
sara@sehatkahani.com, iffatzafar@sehatkahani.com

https://www.facebook.com/Rizq.Sharefood/
musa0811@gmail.com

Supporters: Invest2Innovate, Social Innovation Lab,
JumpStart Pakistan

Supporters: Social innovation Lab

Sehat Kahani is a revolutionary step in the healthcare industry.
Their aim is to make affordable health care facilities accessible
for all across Pakistan, irrespective of cast, color or creed.
Sehat Kahani is a tele-health platform that connects at-home,
out of work force female doctors to underserved patients in
low and middle income markets providing access to quality
health care.

ProCheck

Rizq is a social enterprise that aims to make feeding
convenient and food waste minimal to end hunger. Through
Rizq FoodBank, one can play his part by sharing food with
them and save a person from an empty stomach. They handle
distribution of fresh food, excess food channelisation, rations
and lunch boxes for kids.

Qury Tech

CONTACT: Saim Siddiqi

http://qurytech.com/contact-2/

https://www.procheck.pk
ssiddiqui@procheck.pk

Supporters: JumpStart Pakistan

Supporters: Invest2Innovate

ProCheck works with pharmaceutical manufacturers to assign
a unique code to every medicine pack. By having every
medicine with a unique I.D, replicating the packaging becomes
ineffective for counterfeiters. Patients simply have to SMS
the code to 8776, and within seconds, receive confirmation
that their medicine is genuine. ProCheck, thus, aims to
ensure access to genuine products for consumers and help
manufacturers regain access to market share by eliminating
product counterfeiting.
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Qury Tech is established to impact millions of children living
in low resource environments faced with morality risk from
acute respiratory infections. Qury is a Wifi enabled health
wearable, which detects key health vitals continuously by skin
contact from your wrist. All data received by their field devices
is connected to a main EMR interface to be used as medical
record. All of the key vitals detected by a Qury device can be
used for early diagnosis of Acute Respiratory Infection and
other related illnesses in infants and adults.
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Byonyks

Virtual Eye

CONTACT: Farrukh Usman

CONTACT: Ume Aymen, Momina Idrees

http://byonyks.com/
farrukh@byonyks.com

http://virtualeye.io/en/
hello@virtualeye.io
Supporters: IlmIdeas2

Byonyks Medical Devices is Pakistan’s first biotechnology
company. The mission of this firm is to develop state-of-theart medical technology for the people of Pakistan and other
developing countries. Byonyks is in its first year of innovations.
They are working on their first medical device innovation that
will benefit thousands of dialysis patients across the world.

Virtual eye is a start-up developing smart devices and mobile
applications for blind and visually impaired people to make
them self-reliant. It is currently working on two types of
products: (a) Virtual Eye smart camera device - an audible
artificial intelligence based device and (b) Android mobile
application named VE Money Reader.

Azad Health
CONTACT: Syed Abrar Ahmed

Save My Scope

www.azaadhealth.com
abrar@azaadlabs.com

CONTACT: Muffi Durbar

Supporters: The Nest i/o

https://www.savemyscope.com/		
mufaddal@savemyscope.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o

AzaadHealth is an online HIPAA compliant platform which
allows healthcare providers and patients to share medical
information. It’s a complete health information management
and data analytics tool for the entire family. AzaadHealth
incorporates FHIR and HL7 frameworks, making it compatible
with almost every healthcare system. This creates a network
of healthcare providers where data transfer is secure and
seemless.
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Save My Scope is advancing the future of healthcare, through
an innovative endoscope adapter and HIPAA compliant iOS
application. This will allow otolaryngologists to perform
and record laryngoscopy examinations anywhere, leading to
improved patient care.
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Detect & Diagnose

Elaj Ghar

CONTACT: Baha Tanveer			

CONTACT: Nadia Sarwar

baha-tanveer@hotmail.com

www.elajghar.com
Nadiasarwar92@gmail.com

Supporters: The Nest i/o

Supporters: Khyber Medical University BiC

Detect and Diagnose is a Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD)
System designed for doctors and radiologists for the detection
and identification of abnormalities in Chest Computed
Tomography (CT) scans. Such a system will be assisting
healthcare professionals, rather than replacing them, by
providing a second opinion to compare with the original
evaluation hence minimizing the probability of misdiagnosis.

ReliveNow

Elaj ghar is a hub of medical practitioners from different fields
and cities, from all over the country. It is a platform that can
help you find the right doctor, the right instructor to help you
lead a fit life, and the right physiotherapist to help relieve your
pain and bring back mobility in your life. All that can be found
in one single page, through one single call. It is actually a
network that will help you through the process of consulting a
doctor, getting your tests done, diagnosing the disease, getting
a medicine or therapy plan and getting through the entire
healing process.

CONTACT: Amna Asif
https://www.relivenow.org/		
amna.asif@hotmail.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o
ReliveNow will be an online platform that will provide a mobile
connection between psychologists and people looking for
counselling and therapy. ReliveNow is the bridge that connects
you with experienced psychologists, therapists or counsellors
from the convenience of one’s own space. It is an online
counseling service platform that wants to assist patients
through their journey of recovery. They are working to spread
mental health awareness.
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Sehatmand Mustaqbil
CONTACT: Yumna Arif
http://www.sehatmandmustaqbil.org/		
yumna.arif123@gmail.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o
Sehatmand Mustaqbil aims to set up telemedicine facilitation
units in rural and underserved communities. The facilitation
unit will be using ICT enabled units to provide medical
consultation by connecting doctors with patients. By
connecting doctors to patients, they aim to increase access to
healthcare facilities for the underprivileged and bring Pakistan
one step closer to a Sehatmand Mustaqbil.
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Rah-e-maa

Taskeen

CONTACT: Sacha Marie Ahmad		

CONTACT: Taha Sabri

http://www.rahemaa.com/
sachamahmad@gmail.com

www.taskeen.org
taha@taskeen.org

Rah-e-Maa is a company that designs ICT services to improve
maternal and child health in Pakistan. Its first product, Super
Abbu (Super Dad) is a free hotline targeted at low-income and
low-literate expectant fathers. The service connects them to
each other and to doctors over a simple phone call, allowing
them to record questions that get answered by a doctor within
48 hours. Super Abbu has so far acquired 21,500 users since its
launch on 31st December 2017.

Jeevay Sehat
CONTACT: Alizeh Gohar
https://www.facebook.com/jeevaysehat/		
Alizeh.gohar@jeevaysehat.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o

Taskeen believes that decades of ignoring vital aspects of
human development, particularly health, have resulted in the
numerous problems which the country is facing. In addition,
whatever little attention this domain has received, has mostly
been limited to physical health, thus ignoring the other
aspects essential for wellness, particularly mental health.
Taskeen is a cause that aims to change people’s attitudes,
behaviors and perceptions towards health and well being
in Pakistan. We believe that it is essential to start a national
debate about what well being really is, and the consequences
of not dealing effectively, with the life stressors Pakistanis
experience on a daily basis.

The Catalyst
CONTACT: Aqib Shafiq

Jeevay Sehat is a Karachi-based startup making use of
technology to connect patients with doctors. It removes the
need for long queues for appointments with a doctor and
connects patients to medical experts through a video link.
The doctor is able to analyze a patient’s vitals and tests and
provides online prescriptions. The mission of this startup is to
improve accessibility of healthcare.
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https://cardiac-care.000webhostapp.com/
aqib.shafiq89@gmail.com
Supporters: GIKI Incubator
The Catalyst is working on a device for remote monitoring of
cardiac patients. Patients will be able to connect with doctor
from any remote area.
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QUMAQ

Messiah

CONTACT: Muhammad Etisam Zafar

CONTACT: Mr. Zeeman

https://www.qumaq.com
khawjaetisam99@gmail.com

https://messiah.pk
zeeman@messiah.pk

Supporter: National Incubation Center Islamabad

Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology

QUMAQ is Pakistan’s first start-up to provide drone technology
and on-demand aerial delivery system in remote areas where
access through roads is a challenge. The startup will provide its
drone technology platform as a healthcare logistics company
and help in saving countless precious lives in the time of crisis.
QUMAQ is developing an indigenous drone platform that is
less costly, effective, locally developed, locally assembled, fully
automated and multi-purpose. These are able to transport
5-10kg load to 40 kilometers in just 20 minutes. Every vehicle
is equipped with an automatic payload and battery change
mechanism.

Messiah aims to develop a medical app for users in Pakistan
focusing mainly on people of rural areas where healthcare is
the most neglected. The purpose of the app will be to facilitate
the users in buying medicines or getting checkups/therapy
with just a single touch of a button. The app will also feature
many other features such as a calendar/reminder to help
manage medications and doctor’s instructions. Users will be
able to insert the number of doses for those medications,
and additional doctor instructions if needed. The app will
aim to give users pricing, dosage, indications, side-effects,
contraindication information on general drugs and medicine
brands available in Pakistan, with pricing in PKR.

Healthwire
CONTACT: Hamza Iqbal

Biotnic

https://healthwire.pk/
hello@healthwire.pk

CONTACT: Dr. Shahbaz Bashir

Healthwire is a Lahore based technology startup on a mission
to digitize clinics and hospitals all over Pakistan. Our Hospital
& Practice Management Solution digitizes workflows and
helps doctors in giving an even better healthcare experience.
Our solutions are simple yet powerful, built to grow and
manage practices. We have managed to digitize 350+ health
setups across 15+ cities in Pakistan. We are going strong in our
mission to digitize clinics and hospitals all over Pakistan.
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www.biotnic.com
dr.shahbazsipra@gmail.com
Supporters: National Incubation Center Islamabad
Biotnic is a biotech company working in the domain of
healthcare services. The company develops products for the
diagnosis of diseases using AI and Machine Learning .
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ABM Brain Solutions

e-novatRx

CONTACT: Hameeda Baloch

CONTACT: Sarah Ashraf

https://web.facebook.com/
ABMbrainsolutions/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
hameeda22154@gmail.com

http://www.enovatrx.com/
sarah.ashraf@enovatrx.com

Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology
ABM Brain Solutions aims to design and develop mindcontrolled wheelchair for physically challenged people.

Aprus Technologies
CONTACT: Muhammad Mohsin Rafiq, Nouman
Rafiq
mohsin_comsian@hotmail.com

Supporters: The Nest i/o
E-novatRx is Pakistan’s first e-Pharmacy Benefit Management
(ePBM) system that will provide Pakistanis with access to
pre-discounted, quality medicines and continuity of care via
Electronic Medical Records in collaboration with NADRA.

Incubating Blanket
CONTACT: Ayesha Feroz
https://innovation-awards.nl/en-us/innovation/ayeshaferoz
ayesha.feroz21@gmail.com
Supporters: Sir Syed Government College, Karachi,
UNIDO

Supporters:NIC Peshawar
Aprus Technologies has developed an electrosurgical generator
that is energy and cost efficient while being much safer than
its counterparts available in the market. Their prototype boasts
less blood loss, better cost, more precision and a digitised
screen for easy monitoring by surgeons.
Ten Thousand surgeries have been performed to remove
tissues and tumors in various KPK hospitals using Arpus
Technologies’ 80 cost effective devices. They are now working
on instant response technology to minimize the thermal
damage during surgeries, and are also looking to make lowcost sterilization technologies especially adapted for rural and
peri-urban areas where infection rates post-op are high.
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The rate of infant mortality is rising rapidly in Pakistan.
Although a typical incubator provides a suitable external
environment to the baby but it has its limitations. A typical
incubator is not only very expensive and utilizes more energy,
but cannot be carried anywhere because of its heavy weight.
Its huge size and greater cost make it inaccessible in rural
areas and deprived communities. Incubating Blanket is a
portable incubator that has been designed to overcome
all these issues. It is light in weight, cost effective, and
most importantly, portable. It can measure and monitor
temperature, humidification and also the vital signs. It is also
facilitated by a therapeutic environment, which safegaurds
infants from jaundice and other viral or infectious diseases. It
also has an alarming system.
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Sahara iO

MedInno

CONTACT: Kunwer Faran

CONTACT: Abdul Basit

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sahara-io/about/
saharaioalpha@gmail.com

http://mindinno.com/
themedinno@gmail.com

Supporter: GIKI Incubator

Supporters: BIC - Bahria University Islamabad

Sahara iO is Pakistan’s first robotics startup for healthcare.
They are designing, developing and manufacturing robotic
assistive limbs. Their first product - iO Alpha is a robotic
assistive limb for the ankle joint. It has multiple applications
ranging from physiotherapy to rehabilitation. iO Alpha’s 2nd
prototype is currently being tested on 15 patients at 2 hospitals
and a rehabilitation center. Sahara iO is also designing
powered assistive limbs for other joints in parallel.

MedInno is developing breakthrough technologies to imporve
healthcare services. Their first product is a Brain Controlled
Massage Stretcher (BCMS) for patients with full-body paralysis.
This massage stretcher is fully automated and is operated
using meditation wave (also known as human brain attention
wave). It uses Mind Wave Sensor which detect brain signals
and then responds accordingly. Through this stretcher, the
paralyzed patient will be able to get massages to prevent bedsores; the patient will also be able to turn to his/her side. It
fulfills the need of a caretaker.

PharmaConn
CONTACT: Zaheer Ud Din, Irsa Abbasi
https://www.linkedin.com/company/epharmaconn/
about/
Zaheeru7@gmail.com,
Irsa.abbasi29@gmail.com
Supporters: BIC - Bahria University Islamabad
PharmaConn is tech startup with a mission to re-engineer the
business practices and regulate the pharmaceutical industry
of Pakistan and around the world. Their aim is to provide real
time data analytics, online order processing system, control
of medicine IP and counterfeit products. With the help of
Cloud Computing, Data Analytics and Blockchain technology,
PharmaConn is working towards removing counterfeit/
fake medicines and products from its supply chain, and
tracking factors influencing the prescription behaviors of
doctors, making the processes more efficient, convenient and
trustworthy.
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Cardiac Care
CONTACT: Syed Qasim Gilani, Tehreem Syed
https://cardiac-care.000webhostapp.com/
qasim.gilani@ajku.edu.pk,
naqvitehreem05@gmail.com
Supporters: GIKI Incubator, Pakistan University of Azad
Jammu and Kashmir
Cardiac Care team is focused on providing quick and sharp
response to cardiac patients. The aim of cardiac care is to
provide remote monitoring system to the cardiac patients and
connect them to specialized doctors online.
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Opportunity BRIEF

The Agriculture Opportunity Brief
Global Market size:

Trends in Precision Agriculture

According to a new market intelligence report by BIS
Research, the global smart farming market is expected to
reach $23.14 billion by 2022, rising at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 19.3% from 2017 to 2022.

Companies in the market offer a variety of solutions for several
types of precision crop farming applications such as precision
irrigation, yield monitoring and forecasting, variable rate
application, crop scouting, and recording keeping, among others.

The market growth is primarily attributed to the increasing
demand for higher crop yield, the growing penetration
of information and communication technology (ICT)
in farming, and the increasing need for climate-smart
agriculture.

The introduction of autonomous milking robots into milk
harvesting is expected to augment the growth of smart
agriculture in the livestock sector. In addition, growing urbanized
areas and the increasing demand for fresh agricultural produce
all year round shall propagate the growth of indoor farming.

The Growing Use of Smart Farming Worldwide 2

Aquaculture is also witnessing greater integration of aquaculture
management software for the efficient breeding of aquatic
species.

In the coming years, smart farming is projected to create
a massive impact on the agricultural economy by bridging
the gap between small and large-scale businesses.
In countries such as China and Japan, wide-scale
deployments of smartphones and internet of things
(IoT) systems have led to a rapid adoption of precision
agriculture solutions. The governments of several
countries have also realized the need for, and the
advantages of these technologies, and thus, their
initiatives to promote precision farming techniques are
expected to drive the growth of the market further.

2

Automated farming, over the past five years, agricultural robots
have also been incorporated into farming operations as they
treat soil and crops selectively as per their requirements and
reduce the need for manual labor. UAV/drones generated the
highest revenue amongst all agricultural robots utilized in smart
farming. The majority of robot deployment was done for crop
management.
The Asia-Pacific region is projected to display the fastest market
growth from 2017 to 2022. The region presents an immense
scope for market development, owing to the increasing urban
population size, growing market penetration of internet in farm
management, and favorable government investments. Moreover,

https://blog.marketresearch.com/smart-farming-the-future-of-agriculture-technology
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the presence of economically advancing countries such as
India and China are expected to make the region a primary
part of the growth of precision agriculture in the upcoming
years.
Top 5 Global Agri Tech Companies
Apeel Sciences https://apeelsciences.com/
Apeel is extending the shelf life of America’s produce by
using lipids from fruits and vegetables to create an extra
“peel” for avocados and citrus to slow the rate of spoilagecausing oxidation and water loss. Ag cred: Launched
its longer-lasting avocados in Costco and Harps Food
Stores earlier in June; counts the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation as one of its earliest backers.
Bext360: https://www.bext360.com/
Bext360’s blockchain software keeps track of commodities
like coffee by identifying and making an electronic token
for each one. This unique ID enables the company to
trace it through the entire supply chain. By tokenizing
commodities, the company is also able to provide
payment to farmers up front. Ag cred: The company has
raised over $3.35 million to date and is working with
partners like Coda Coffee and Great Lakes Coffee.
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CiBO Technologies https://www.cibotechnologies.com/
Field trials of new farming techniques are expensive and time
consuming, so CiBO is making the process virtual. It uses data
analytics, statistical modeling and artificial intelligence to
simulate field trials and agricultural ecosystems under different
variables, like weather conditions, so farmers, growers and even
public policymakers can improve processes more quickly. Ag
cred: Raised $30 million in its Series B round of funding for a
valuation north of $100 million.
Concentric: https://www.concentricag.com/
Concentric focuses on making “microbial consortia”—
combinations of bacteria and fungi that, when put together,
improve crop yields while decreasing the need for fertilizers and
pesticides. Ag cred: The company has raised over $64 million to
date, from investors such as Pontifex AgTech and TPG Capital.
Indigo Agriculture: https://www.indigoag.com/
Using machine learning and data analytics, Indigo agriculture
has compiled a database of which types of microbes work best
to promote higher crop yields. The company sells seeds coated
with those microbes to farmers to improve the health of plants
and increase yields. Ag cred: Indigo has raised over $370 million
to date.
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PROBLEM BRIEF

OVERVIEW

key statistics

Agriculture sector is the mainstay of Pakistan’s economy
and it contributes around 20 percent in the overall gross
domestic product (GDP) . This sector also provides 65
percent of the total exports of Pakistan. Despite all of
these amazing numbers, the agriculture sector, presently
faces a major challenge of low returns to farmers because
of higher costs of production.
In recent times many farmer organizations have staged
protests on the roads time and again against the
expensive inputs and have demanded decrease in
the prices of fertilizers, fuel and electricity charges for
agricultural purposes, provision of high quality diseaseresistant seeds and a better per acre yield.
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GDP

20 %

OF GDP

65 %

OF COUNTRY EXPORTS

50 %

OF EMPLOYED LABOUR FORCE
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CHALLENGES
1.

No proper advice, counseling and training for small
farmers on technology and business

2.

Lack of access to quality seed at affordable prices

3.

Lack of financing on terms that small farmers can
understand & use

4.

Lack of use of modern technologies

5.

Limited market knowledge

Solutions From Around the
World:

Recommendations
•

Bring down high cost of inputs (seeds, fertilizer,
chemicals)

•

Increase yields (Education, Mechanization, technology)

•

Fill Value Chain infrastructure Gaps (Cold Chain, Storage
facilities)

•

Aggregation and Coordination of small farmers

•

Traditionally, rural farmers apply fertiliser to crops by
spreading the seeds by hand. Fertiliser deep placement
(FDP) is a new way of distributing fertiliser that increases
yields by an average of 18% and reduces fertiliser use by
a third. FDP works by using a specialised fertiliser (called
‘briquette’) which releases nitrogen gradually. The fertiliser
is placed 7-10 centimetres below the soil, which allows less
nitrogen to be lost through runoff. FDP is used by farmers
across Burkina Faso, Niger and Nigeria.

•

A mobile app called VetAfrica, developed by a software
company called Cojengo, is enabling animal health workers
and farmers to accurately diagnose livestock illness and
find the most effective drugs to treat the disease. With
over 100 million farmers spread across thousands of
square miles in east Africa, the developers predict massive
growth of mobile and cloud tech solutions in African
markets.

•

The biggest improvement for rural farmers comes
from getting adequate training on animal care, pest
management and crop development. New farm
management software calculates food rations and milking
systems to make farm management as simple as possible.
Farm management training has been found to make a
big difference to farming output. For example, providing
cows with housing containing suitable bedding and
food troughs has been shown to increase milk yield and
drastically improve farm sustainability.

Sources:
MIT review Pakistan, Technology: The Missing Link in Pakistan’s Agriculture Sector Zahid Baig

Source:

Increasing Value To Small Farmers Through Intermediation: Role of Entrepreneurship

Six innovations revolutionising farming, Charlotte Seager, The Guardian, 8 July 2014
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INNOVATIONS from pakistan
Organic Jiyo

Amden

CONTACT: Anoshia Naseer & Mohammad Jawad Idrees

CONTACT: Muhammad Qasim Qazi

http://www.organicjiyo.com
anoshia.naseer@organicjiyo.com
jawad.idrees@organicjiyo.com

https://amden.com.pk
kasim.almaun@gmail.com

Supporters: Invest2Innovate
Organic Jiyo was founded to fill the existing gap between
buyers and suppliers of organic products.. Organic Jiyo’s online
marketplace is the premier source for a wide variety of organic
products from leading and emerging producers. Through
this platform, local produce gets maximum visibility and
consumers get verified organic products.

Good Earth

Supporters: Social Innovation Lab
Amden is helping chronically poor households through a
‘revolving livestock model’. It offers these families a base
package of 3 goats and 10 poultry birds along with seeds for
organic kitchen gardening. After 18 months, 5 goat offsprings
and 15 poultry birds are recovered from each household and
the base package is transferred to a new household in the
next cycle. The excess is sold to meet the operational cost of
the program. This program has, till date, served more than 930
families in Southern Punjab.

CONTACT: Danial Ahmed Rana
https://goodearthpakistan.com
danialagri@gmail.com
Supporters: Invest2Innovate, MANSUA (Muhammad
Nawaz Sharif University of Agriculture, Multan), IFOAM
(International Federation of Organic movements)
Good Earth is an online marketplace for healthy, all natural
food produced by small scale farmers in Pakistan. Good
Earth ensures the delivery of the highest quality, sustainably
grown produce with complete traceability of the food. Their
mission is to improve small-scale farmers’ incomes, improve
access to organic produce, and improve soil conditions,
leading to improved social and economic wellbeing for smallscale farmers as well as environmentally sustainable food
production. They also work on agriculture value chain with Agri
Tech involvement.
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Cowlar
CONTACT: Umer Adnan
https://cowlar.com/
umer.adnan@cowlar.com
Cowlar makes wearables for dairy cows. Dubbed as “Fit Bit
for cows”, the startup designs special collars that monitor
the animal’s temperature, activity and behaviour allowing
farmers to detect when the animal is in heat and the best time
for insemination. These devices help farmers achieve high
reproduction rates, early disease detection, increased milk
yields, operational efficiency and feed optimization.
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Ricult

Mechasafe
CONTACT: Umar

CONTACT: Usman javaid

www.mechasafe.com
agha.umars@gmail.com

http://www.ricult.com/
contact@ricult.com
Ricult aims at improving productivity and profitability of
smallholder farmers in developing countries using technology.
It bridges the credit, information and access gaps that plague
these farmers and force poverty on them, generation after
generation. By simply addressing the major pain points
of these farmers with technology based solutions, it has
launched an integrated digital platform that has the potential
to revolutionize farming.

Supporters: International Development Innovation
Network at MIT
Toka machines are the largest contributor to agricultural
machinery related injuries in South Asia. These injuries often
lead to hand amputations or in some cases deaths. The
company has invented a safety switch for toka which prevents
serious accidents.
Toka is the urdu/hindi term for a specific type of chaff cutter,
widely used in the Indian subcontinent by farmers. Toka is
used for cutting feed for livestock.

Idoverse
CONTACT: Huzaifa Anis

TrashIt

www.idoverse.com
huzaifa75@outlook.com

CONTACT: Anusha Fatima

Supporters: National Incubation Centre Peshawar

http://trashit.pk/
af00370@st.habib.edu.pk

Idoverse has devised a mechanism to test the soil on the spot
and give results there and then. The product is capable of
testing the soil for phosphorus, potassium and other nutrients,
so it is capable of predicting the crop suitable to the condition
of the soil. This will save cost and time of the farmer and will
also help them to use exact amount of fertilizer rather than
pouring down money to buy excessive amount.
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Supporters: UNIDO
We enable the carbon footprint of Pakistan to go down
by efficiently disposing organic trash and encouraging
composting, urban farming and switching to a zero waste
lifestyle. Our main focus is on reusing kitchen waste (also
known as green waste) and paper scraps (referring to brown
waste) to make organic compost - khaad. We do this by
processing the waste in our own facility with an inhouse
research and developed machine.
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Radical Growth Solutions

IDEATE Innovation

CONTACT: Nabeel Yousuf

CONTACT: Uzair Sukhera
www.ideateinnovation.com
Uzair@ideateinnovation.com
IDEATE is Pakistan’s leading human centered design firm
specializing in product and service design. It works with
partners to understand complex problems in the domains of
Healthcare, Agritech, Fintech, Digital and Financial inclusion
and design new products and services to solve these
problems.

www.radicalgrowth.solutions
nabeeliyousuf@gmail.com
Supporters: National Incubation Center. Jazz xlr8
Radical Growth aims to introduce low-cost agricultural
management and operations enabling tools, which will
optimize farming by enhancing crop quality and quantity,
improving use of farm resources and equipment, real-time
monitoring and automating irrigation systems transforming
farms into smart spaces.

TechnoSmart

Nanoclo
CONTACT: Mr. Zeeshan
https://www.facebook.com/nanoclo/
khatri.zeeshan@gmail.com

CONTACT: Abdul Haseeb
technosmart.pk
a.haseeb@technosmart.pk

Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology

Supporters: NIC Peshawar

Nanoclo has developed Flytrap - a nanotechnology
memberane that repels pests from various crops and fields.

Technosmart is a smart tubewell technology. It offers
supervisory control and data acquisition using IoT to enable
organizations running tube wells to shift from conventional
tubewell operational procedure to smart one i.e. controlling
through a mobile app, centralized grid and monitoring
power consumption, water outflow, water cleanliness, water
management to consumer and asset mapping.
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WISE
CONTACT: Syed Omer Ali
https://m.facebook.com/TICNUST/
13beesali@seecs.edu.pk

The system has been proved to save 50% water as compared
to the water consumption in a farmer’s conventional
practices and has also pragmatic an increase in crop yield.
Farmers are communicated about watering the crops
through SMS, email and a mobile application.

Supporters: Technology Incubation Center, NUST
WISE aims to offer smart autonomous irrigation as service
per acre per crop season. It will design a system locally and
offer it to farmers, food companies depending directly on
farm produce and investor farmers on subscription.

SGH Organic Food
CONTACT: Saba Gul Hasan
http://www.sghhealth.com/
Supporters: TICK - UET

Aqua Agro
CONTACT: Dr. Muhammad Khurram, Ahsan ur Rehman
http://aquaagro.smartcube.pk/contactus.html
aquaagro.pk@gmail.com,
ahsan191@hotmail.com
Supporters: Ignite, National Incubation Center Karachi
The startup has endemic developed solar-powered IOT
enabled devices that are deployed in the fields and monitor
environmental conditions such as soil moisture, temperature,
humidity, and various other parameters. The data from
the farms is then sent to an AI-based cloud platform that
makes the verdict for the farmers on whether the crop needs
irrigation or not.
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SGH, with an array of nutrition services and health
products,envisions a nation of individuals aware of the food
system,mindful of our local farmers and conscious about their
health and lifestyle.Their team is passionate about chemical
free food, constantly experimenting & producing healthy
substitutes to commercial brands and are strong advocates of
GMO-free, natural food. Their in-house artisan agriculturalist
adopts the best methods to preserve the freshness and
nutritional value of medicinal herbs which are later used in
various teas provided to their clients and customers. They
pride themselves in supporting local farmers and source the
best ingredients from Hunza and Skardu.
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Fruges
CONTACT: Syed Akbar, Sadaf Sajjad
https://www.fruges.pk/		
support@fruges.pk
Supporters:Department of Agriculture and Agribusiness,
University of Karachi

- Alerts for farmers and veterinaries about diseases to
increase the mortality rates
- Increased livestock yield productivity.
- Convenient poultry shed environment for breeding and
reduced energy consumption
- Fully Automated environment control with optimized
temperature, humidity and lightening settings
- Customized user dashboards for sensor data visualization
- Prevention of animal rustling.

Our mission is to improve the health and lifestyle of farmers
and consumer by producing and delivering the fresh, safe and
healthy, pesticide-free food.

Things Access
CONTACT: Muhammad Umair
http://thingsxess.com/index.php/#topPage
umair@kics.edu.pk,
info@thingsxess.com
Supporters: TICK - UET, UNIDO
Things Access offers Internet of Things (IoT) based innovation
solutions to public and private sector organizations. We
develop indigenous IoT devices to provide energy efficient
and fully autonomous end-to-end solutions based on various
application use cases.
Their smart livestock monitoring system offers:
- Real time monitoring and surveillance of livestock health and
location
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Opportunity BRIEF

The Renewable Energy Opportunity Brief
Global Market size:

Renewable Energy Market, by Geography

The International Energy Agency Predicts at least 40% of
the world’s power will come from renewable sources by
2040

The Asia-Pacific region dominated the global renewable
energy market, accounting for 41.1% share in 2016, registering
a significant CAGR of around 4.8% during the forecast period.
Europe accounted for the highest growth rate in the overall
global renewable energy market, owing to government initiative
to use renewable energy and stringent environmental policies
imposed on companies in this region. South Africa witnessed
the growth rate of 27.6%, in terms of value, during the forecast
period.

The Global Renewable Energy Market 3 was valued at
$ 1,405,646 million in 2016, and is projected to reach at
$2,152,903 million by 2025, growing at a CAGR of 4.9%
from 2017 to 2025. In recent years, the share of renewable
energy in the global energy mix is on a continuous rise.
Renewable energy is generated from natural processes
that are constantly replenished, including sunlight,
geothermal heat, water, wind, tides, and various forms of
biomass. Many nations across the globe have started using
renewable energy for power production, owing to rise in
the environmental issues such as climatic changes and
depleting ozone layer.
Ever-increasing demand for energy and continuous
decrease of non-renewable sources of energy, such
as petroleum, coal, and natural, drive the renewable
energy market. Furthermore, increase in awareness
about environmental safety & security and government
initiatives has fueled the market growth. High cost of
investment for the infrastructural setup restrains the
market growth. However, increased government funding
and development in the technologies present new
opportunities for future growth.

3

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/renewable-energy-market
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Trends 4 :
•

Energy Storage. Energy storage plays an important role in
balancing power supply and demand, and is key to tackling
the intermittency issues of renewable energy.

•

Microgrids and AI.

•

Energy Blockchain And IoT.

•

Grid Parity And Falling Costs.

•

Big Commitments.

•

Energy Access Advances In Developing Countries

4

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesellsmoor/2018/12/30/6-renewable-energytrends-to-watch-in-2019/#466311864a1f
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Top 5 Renewable energy Companies
Green Mountain Power
If you want to go fully off the grid in Vermont, the local
utility--Green Mountain Power--will help. In a first-ofits-kind service, the utility offers an energy-efficiency
audit, suggests solar and battery technology, and then
charges a flat monthly fee. Those who want solar and
battery storage but want to stay connected to the grid
can also work with the utility, which offers products like
the Tesla Powerwall 2 in monthly billing rather than an
upfront fee. By adding batteries to individual homes,
the grid gets stronger--in times of peak demand, rather
than turning on an extra power plant, the utility can draw
from the network of batteries and avoid emissions. Green
Mountain Power was also the first utility to be certified as
a B Corporation, meaning it meets rigorous standards for
social responsibility. It brought its second microgrid solar
and storage facility online in June.
BYD
The biggest electric vehicle manufacturer in the world
isn’t Tesla, but the Chinese company BYD (or “Build Your
Dreams”). The company began as a battery manufacturer-and that expertise led it to electric cars and trucks,
which depend on battery cost and performance. When the
company’s hometown of Shenzhen decided to switch to
an all-electric bus fleet, it turned to BYD for the majority
of the buses, and the company is also facilitating a switch
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to electric taxis. In China, where the government plans to phase
out gas- and diesel-powered cars, and new electric cars get
subsidies and other perks, BYD continues to quickly grow. But
the company is also selling vehicles around the world--and
hopes to become the first Chinese automaker to be a truly global
brand.
Sonnen
In Germany and Australia, homeowners with a battery from
Sonnen--which stores energy from rooftop solar panels-no longer have to use a traditional electric utility. When the
battery stores more energy than a home needs, it’s fed into
a virtual energy pool with every other home with the same
type of battery, and the community shares energy between
homes. In 2017, the company began working with a new
development in Arizona that will use a similar “virtual power
plant” on 4,000 homes, in partnership with a local utility.
While home solar power on its own can sometimes add stress
to the grid, a network of homes working together supports
larger infrastructure. “It becomes this incredible vision of how
renewable energy can take over the grid,” says Blake Richetta,
the company’s North American VP of sales.
Drift Marketplace
Using machine learning, high-frequency trading, and blockchain
technology, this startup utility brings its first customers
electricity that can be 20% cheaper than it was on their old
power bills--with the option to get it from renewable sources.
The system cuts out traditional middlemen in the system that
aggregate energy assets and write contracts with utilities;
instead, it works directly with electricity producers. The company
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can work with smaller producers than a typical utility,
including aggregated rooftop solar systems. Drift launched
first with consumers in New York City but quickly realized
that larger companies and city managers could use the
same tools to get clean energy at a better price. It will
soon expand to other locations.
WePower
WePower is democratizing solar and wind investing by
organizing initial coin offerings via blockchain. These
tokens offer individuals the right to consume energy from
decentralized power sources, like solar farms. The aim is
to save money compared to what consumers normally
pay utilities for purchasing power and to get more clean
energy into circulation.
Blockchain is a hot topic in the energy industry, with a
string of startups and utilities now considering how to
fuse decentralized computing with decentralized energy.
But most projects are still conceptual or at the pilot
stage. WePower is one of the first companies to bring a
blockchain energy network to commercial fruition. It’s
planning its own ICO for early 2018 and hopes to launch in
Spain before the end of the year.
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Historically, Pakistan has always been an energy importer
and is highly dependent on fossil fuels. With the rising
fossil fuel prices, the cost of oil importing is creating a
dent on Pakistan’s foreign exchange reserves. The rising
oil price along, with the rising demand for uninterrupted
power, is creating additional pressure on the already
fragile electricity grid of Pakistan.

Overall Pakistan is struggling with a large gap between
electricity supply and a demand of about 5 GW. Main
reasons for low investments in power generation are
tariffs below cost recovery levels, power theft, insufficient
collection rates, and technical losses of around 23-25%.
As a result, power generation companies face serious
financial problems, making large investments in power
generation very difficult.
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key statistics
POPULATION WITHOUT ELECTRICITY:

49,500,000

CHALLENGES
•

Integrated Energy Planning & Demand Forecasting

•

Imbalanced Energy Mix with heavy reliance on gas (47.5%)
and Oil (30.5%) (72% imported)

•

Transmission, distribution loses/theft

•

Inadequate revenue collection by DISCOs

ELECTRIFICATION - TOTAL POPULATION:

73%

ELECTRIFICATION - URBAN AREAS:

91%

ELECTRIFICATION - RURAL AREAS:

62%

(2013)

Recommendations
•

Alternate sources of energy including solar, wind,
biomass, biodiesel

•

Energy conservation and demand management programs

•

Ensure operational/financial integrity of the sector

•

Implement international best practices including smart
metering / automated meter reading (AMR) systems and
Time of Use (TOU) tariff

Sources:
https://energypedia.info/wiki/Pakistan_Energy_Situation
An Overview of Pakistan Energy Sector Report by Islamabad Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (ICCI), The News
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Solutions From Around the
World:
•

•

The first step in making a reliable and responsive smart
grid system requires the installation of Smart Meters in
every household and building. The new meters will send
usage information in real time to your energy provider,
allowing adjustments in availability to fluctuate according
to the area’s latest needs. Small communities have begun
“microgrid” projects that will allow consumer demand to
drive implementation.
Some researchers at UC Berkeley have come up with an
idea for tapping into wave power that seems disarmingly
simple. A seabed ‘carpet’ undulates in unison with waves,
generates hydraulic pressure, which in turn is piped and
turned into electricity. The potential of marine power –
waves, tides and thermal gradients – is considerable; in
this case it’s suggested that the ocean could provide for
over half of America’s energy needs.

INNOVATIONS from pakistan
Jaan Pakistan
CONTACT: Khizr Tajammal
http://www.jaanpak.com
khizr@jaanpak.com
Supporters: Invest2Innovate, Social Innovation Lab, Grameen
Foundation, Tank Consulting, One Young World, Tameer Bank,
UpEffect, Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship, Palladium,
Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves
Jaan Pakistan intends to provide research and manufacture
affordable energy solutions for low-income communities
across rural and sub-urban Pakistan. They also aim to help
pave the way to indigenize other established technologies to
enhance disposable income(s) and the collective purchasing
power of low income communities.

Ecoenergy Finance
CONTACT: Jeremy Higgs

•

13 year-old Maanasa Mendu developed an ingenious
energy device HARVEST that could cost just $5. HARVEST
produces clean energy through ‘solar leaves’, which
generate both power from the sun, and from vibrations,
using piezoelectric materials. This makes it potentially
suitable for all weather conditions, and for use by those
around the world with no access to electricity.

Source:
5 green energy innovations that could change the world, Zainab Calcuttawala, Business
Insider, 10 May 2017
Five of the latest green energy innovations that have caught our eye, Gary Hartley, Energy
Saving Trust, 20 April 2017
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http://ecoenergyfinance.org/
jhiggs@ecoenergyfinance.org
Supporters: Invest2Innovate, Telenor Velocity

EcoEnergy address a growing energy deficit by providing
affordable, cutting-edge solar technology to under-powered
communities in Pakistan. Through their sales, service and
distribution network, it powers lights, cell phones, fans and
televisions for households and small businesses, transforming
the lives of women, educating the next generation, impacting
environment and the economy.
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Harness Energy

Uptrade

CONTACT: Muhammad Shehryar

CONTACT: Fariel Salahuddin

http://www.harnessenergy.pk/about.php
info@harnessenergy.pk

https://www.uptrade.org
fariel@gmail.com

Supporters: EcoZoom, Global Alliance for Clean
Cookstoves, Rays of Hope, FARA, International Finance
Corporation, Micro Options, Niwa, Energy Access
Practitioner Network

Supporters: USAID, UKAID, Spring Accelerator

Harness Energy provides sustainable solutions to Pakistan’s
energy-starved population in the form of solar products,
bioenergy, and clean cook stoves. All their solar products
are quality-verified according to Lighting Global standards.
They are currently operating in Lahore, Chakwal, Khushab and
Layyah and aim to serve around 1 million population by 2020.

Uptrade is a model that allows cash strained rural
communities to barter livestock for life-enhancing solar water
pumps and solar home lighting systems. They identify off-grid
and grid deficient rural communities in Pakistan, understand
their energy requirements and capacity to pay. Then they
develop barter solutions (like Goats for Water) allowing
each community to meet their energy and water needs in a
sustainable, scalable way.

ModulusTech

Ghonsla

CONTACT: Nabeel Siddiqui

CONTACT: Zehra Ali

http://www.modulus-tech.com/		
nabeelhsid@gmail.com

www.ghonsla.com
zehra@ghonsla.com
Supporters: UN Habitat, Unreasonable Institute, D-Lab
Ghonsla caters to under-served markets and provides
insulation solutions that are highly effective, economical and
sustainable. Ghonsla is a team of entrepreneurs, engineers and
community champions committed to use simple technology
to transform how we live and the impact we have on the
economy and environment.
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Supporters: The Nest i/o
ModulusTech is a one stop, flat-packed, housing solution.
It provides portable housing that can be set up in as little
as three hours. From setting up large cost effective housing
colonies, to catering the product to the client’s needs,
ModulusTech offers sustainable solutions which are energy
efficient using methods such as solar integration.
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Enent

Sculpt (Sustainable construction urban
landscape planning technology)

CONTACT: Rahim Rasool
https://www.facebook.com/enenttech/		
rahimrasool17@gmail.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o

CONTACT: Muhammad Ubaid Hanif
Sculpt.pk
Sculpteam@gmail.com
Supporters: National Incubation Center

Enent has designed a product Intellica - “The Load Balancer”,
which is a state-of-the-art computational hardware, that
considerably reduces the consumer’s electricity bills. Enent
focuses on innovating the existing methods that are being
followed by the industry to enhance the efficiency and
profitability.

ElectroLab

Sculpt is working in three domains i.e. design practice, art
design, computation workshops. Sculpt passionately works
for environment by promoting environmental art and design
installations for buildings and open spaces, ultimately helping
to mitigate the global warming effects by providing energy
efficiency, beautification, thermal comfort, clean air, natural
roof shading and vertical gardening through sustainbale
building design.

Green Energy Revolution

CONTACT: Sajad Ullah		

CONTACT: Mr. Dost Ali

sajad.ullah@yahoo.com
Supporters: Durshal - KPITB
Electro Lab is a tech startup aiming to provide ingenious
solutions for indigenous problems mainly in energy sector.
They’re on a mission to become a key player in local
electronics and hardware manufacturing and services industry
in the next 10 years, developing Hybrid Controller for Power
Generators and Renewable Energy (Solar, UPS).
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https://www.facebook.com/GERevolution/?ref=br_rs
dostali.abbasi@gmail.com
Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology
The main purpose of developing this project is to demonstrate
the idea and feasibility of the PHCA (Pumped Hydro
Compressed Air) storage system when combined with solar and
wind generation system. This Solar-Wind Hybrid generation
system primarily tends to solve the issue of electricity
shortfall. Other purpose of this project is working Biogas
plants for areas where there is no facility of gas.
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Azadi autos pvt ltd

Electrocure

CONTACT: Sheharyar ahmad

CONTACT: Dr Gul Muhammad

https://m.facebook.com/pages/category/ProductService/AZADI-E-Bike-1802839146437640/
Ahmad.sheharyar@yahoo.com

http://cisnr.com/electrocureproject.php
info@cisnr.com

Supporters: NIC Peshawar
Azadi E-bike by Azadi Autos is a fully electric bike, which
charges in 1-3 hours and gives a mileage of 102 km with
no emissions, is completely silent and a speed of 60km/
hr. Azadi Bike aims to combat pollution and ever increasing
petrol prices. Pakistan is among the most polluted countries
in the world now and it’s extremely alarming as our glaciers
are melting and at the end of the day we will be left with
no drinking water. The 2nd huge problem is ever increasing
prices of petrol and people are unable to afford it - they want
a solution for petrol, they want to have more mileage in little
cost. Azadi E-bike will solve this one too, as it consumes only
0.15 Pkr/km vs petrol bikes which consumes 2.5 Pkr/km hence
Azadi E-bike saves a min on 40k per annum to each customer
compared to petrol bikes.

e-Guard
CONTACT: Muhammad Usman Abbasi
www.triotech.pk
usman.abbasi@nu.edu.pk
Supporters: National Incubation Centre
Remote Diagnostic Service provides real time performance
measurement and enhancement of energy systems.
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Supporters: UET Peshawar, Ignite
ElectroCure reduces electricity losses using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IoT). Over 1.5 years,
Electrocure averted 90% of electricity theft and line losses
in MES Peshawer and Rawalpindi, with a monitoring system
architecture based on a telecom billing model -- rather than
corruptible, by-passable meters.

SavCon Energy
CONTACT: Abdul Wahab Malik,
Syed Muhammad Ammar Raza
https://www.facebook.com/SavCon-EnergyEngineering-1380030552297071/
smarz@savconenergy.com
ammarrazaa@gmail.com
Supporters: UNIDO
SavCon Energy’s product is basically a geyser (water heater)
with improved technological implementation that seeks to
minimize the consumption of energy and is environmentfriendly. This product is different from conventional geysers,
as it contains both instant technology as well as conventional
tank system. The biggest problem their product addresses is
the cost-effectiveness it brings with it by saving energy and
in-turn saving the cost of utility bills up to a certain level.
Additionally, the customers can get this product at rates
similar to conventional geysers.
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Rasai Thermal

Wattie

CONTACT: Muhammad Hassam ud Din

CONTACT: Muhammad Arsalan, Faizan Ijaz

https://www.facebook.com/rasaithermal/
hassam1992@gmail.com

https://wattie.io/#mainslider
info@wattie.io

Supporters: UNIDO

Wattie is an energy data generation, aggregation and
analyzing platform to generate actionable insights for energy
consumption optimization. It serves as a Smart Energy Monitor
that delivers your home’s energy consumption analytics
directly to your smartphone. Insights help save upto 25% on
electricity bill.

Rasai Thermals takes inspiration from the fact that nature has
given us natural building materials that can be used with zero
carbon footprint and negligible energy consumption. Rasai
Thermals provides low-cost, environment-friendly building
materials in Pakistan and worldwide. Moreover, the company
offers innovative ideas to build better earthquake-resistant
buildings at lower costs. Its product, like HempCrete, made
from indigenous materials, help maintain better indoor air
quality.

Capture Mobility
CONTACT: Sanwal Muneer

Eco-Fuelants
CONTACT: Muhammad Ali
https://www.facebook.com/pg/EcoFuelants/
about/?ref=page_internal
hafizmali486@gmail.com
Supporters: UNIDO, TiE
“Eco Fuelants is producing Bio-diesel from waste cooking oil,
the only alternative transport fuel which is not just cheap (US$
0.50/L), but environment friendly (cuts down 75% of carbon
emissions) as well. Moreover, quality is much better than the
conventional diesel, which ensures prolonged engine’s life.
Their business model includes raw material supply from burger
shops, its conversion into Bio-Diesel at their own facility and
its distribution to the customers.”
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https://www.facebook.com/CaptureMobility/
sanwalmuneer@yahoo.com
Supporters: Shell, UNIDO
Capture Mobility has invented a unique wind turbine that
harvests the energy of moving air created by passing traffic
on busy roads and motorways and turns it into electricity to
supplement local power grids, thereby recycling automotive
energy and offsetting emissions from vehicles. The turbines
are topped with solar panels to add to the power generated.
The turbines also contain air filters to absorb pollution from
traffic emissions.
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Zaheen Machines

Highbrows Engineering and Technologies

CONTACT: Muhammad Hassam ud Din

CONTACT: Muhammad Ali

https://www.facebook.com/rasaithermal/
hassam1992@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/pg/EcoFuelants/
about/?ref=page_internal
hafizmali486@gmail.com

Supporters: UNIDO
ZaheenMachines’ aim is to make legacy homes more
comfortable, automated and energy efficient. They plan to
build products for managing gas, energy and water – saving
household money and making the planet greener.
Zaheen Machines offers two products:
(1) Jal Bujh - a product aimed at making a 60 year old
technology (geysers) iOT enabled. An environment polluting,
natural gas (Sui gas) wasting water-heater can be made into
an intelligent consumer appliance by coupling it to Jal Bujh,
saving households upto 50% on their water heating.
(2) e-Jal Bujh - a device that can be used to control and
schedule an electric load of up to 3 KW. This is enough to
control a 2 ton air-conditioner. By giving a schedule through
an Android or iPhone App, power can be turned on or off to an
electrical device at pre-determined time during the day.

Supporters: NUST, UNIDO
EMIS offers an efficient, cost-effective and complete pipeline
inspection system through two products: A ‘Low Cost Smart
Pipeline Inspection Gauge (PIG)’ and ‘Multi-Frequency Eddy
Current Testing (ECT) System’ to detect and localize faults. The
combined system promotes and ensures energy efficiency
by maintaining quality standards at pipelines manufacturing
facilities and preventing fluid losses in transmission pipelines.
Using this state-of-the-art technology, they identify possible
sources of leaks in order to pinpoint locations requiring
repair, thereby saving more energy by maintaining quality and
rendering exploratory excavation processes unnecessary.

Tawanai Solutions
CONTACT: Sanwal Muneer

ElectroMagnetic Inspection Services (EMIS)

https://www.facebook.com/CaptureMobility/
sanwalmuneer@yahoo.com

CONTACT: Muhammad Arsalan, Faizan Ijaz

Supporters: UNIDO

https://wattie.io/#mainslider
info@wattie.io

Tawanai Solutions is a technology startup involved in research,
development and consultancy in energy usage, conservation
and renewable energy production. Their flagship product is an
agricultural dry bio-waste gasifier that is scalable by adding
smaller units or making a large one. The input to the gasifier
is palletized dry crop waste that produces syn-gas with high
hydrogen component that can be used in rural households for
cooking and heating; in agriculture, for running tractors and
water pumps; in industry as a fuel in furnaces, boilers and in
electricity generators.

Highbrows is a multi directional consulting and technology
development company working on the world’s latest
technologies. They created Piezoelectric materials that can
be installed to generate electricity from the weight of passing
cars on roads hence using the traffic to generate eletricity via a
renewable, non depleting secondary power source.
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Biteze-Hydro
CONTACT: Dr. Saad Bin Qaisar
http://bitsym.com/products/biteze-hydro/
saad@bitsym.com

e.g. rice husk, coal, wood, agri waste, hospital waste, MSW,
and urban wastes. These gases may be used as fuel in a
heat exchanger, boiler, textile machinery, kilns, furnaces,
galvanizing furnaces or any other commercial application.
The gas can be used to generate power through diesel/petrol
engine in a hybrid mode as well.

Supporters:UNIDO, General Entrepreneurship Week, MIT
Enterprise Forum
Biteze Hydro, by the company BITSYM, is a one of its kind
comprehensive smart solution for monitoring and record
keeping of electricity parameters like current, voltage, and
power produced at micro hydro power station in Pakistan. It
offers an all-in-one smart solution to reduce electricity waste
and improve power quality.

Chitral Engineering Works
CONTACT: Chaudhary Muhammad Akhtar
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Chitral.Engineering.
Works/about/?ref=page_internal
chitralengworks@hotmail.com
Suporters: UNIDO

Waste Busters
CONTACT: Asif Farooki, Zillay Mariam
http://wastebusters.com.pk/gasifier/
info@wastebusters.com.pk,
zillaym.s@gmail.com
Supporters: UNIDO, International Solid Waste
Association, Dubai Muncipality, CIWM, NFEH, Lahore
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Waste Busters is an independent waste management
and janitorial service provider with emphasis on waste
management solutions.
The gasification of biomass/coal/waste has become very
popular in the world due to the ever increasing cost of energy.
The gasification technology, created by Waste Busters, offers
flexibility to gasify quite a large variety of raw materials,
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Chitral Engineering Works is the pioneer in designing and
manufacturing of Hydraulic Speed Governors and Hydel
Power Machinery in Pakistan, including, Cross-flow Turbines,
Pelton Wheel Turbines, Pilot Reaction Turbines, Pilot Reaction
Turbines, Kaplan Turbines, Turgo Turbines and Wind Turbines.
Their turbines are cheaper to manufacture and easier to
maintain.

AeroSync
CONTACT: Neelum Hassan, Ahsan Ehsan
http://aerosyncventures.com/
Neelumhassan@outlook.com
Supporters: UNIDO
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AeroSync uses clever design and state-of-the-art
technology to develop products which help to
alleviate challenges faced by masses.
Verkios is a kiosk on wheels, which has been specially
designed for roadside vendors. It is a versatile solution
for street vendors offering adequate accommodation and
storage for their goods. Some of the exclusively designed
features include a shutter that converts into a shade and
a foldable serving/display platform. The kiosk contributes
positively to the environment because firstly it is equipped
with solar panels, which provide vendors with an alternate
form of energy to fulfill their basic electricity requirements.
This need not just reduces energy consumption but also
electricity theft.

Green Appliances
CONTACT: Sara Khan
https://www.linkedin.com/company/greenappliances/about/
sarakhan280895@gmail.com
Supporters: NIC Peshawar
Green Appliances is an early stage startup that aims to provide
green products and green environment along with harvesting
waste energy in an efficient and economical way. Their first
product, launched in SWAT Pakistan, is called Cookstove
Geyser- a dual function Geyser, which simultaneously cooks
food and heats water. Their second product is an Integrated
Heat Exchanger Solar Geyser which is more effective than
Flat Plate Solar geyser and economical than Evacuated Tube
Heat exchanger. Their future product and services are related
to heating and cooling, they also provide customized project
services for industries.
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Things Access
CONTACT: Muhammad Umair
http://thingsxess.com/index.php/#topPage
umair@kics.edu.pk,
info@thingsxess.com
Supporters: NUST, UNIDO
Things Access offers Internet of Things (IoT) based innovation
solutions to public and private sector organizations. We
develop indigenous IoT devices to provide energy efficient
and fully autonomous end-to-end solutions based on various
application use cases.
Their solar monitoring system provides the automatic
tuning and configurations of hybrid inverters operational
parameters, load management and scheduling on various
hybrid energy sources while ensuring user convenience and
comfort, reducing the electricity cost and improving the energy
efficiency.

Turbine Plus
CONTACT: Abdullah Soomro
https://turbineplus.github.io/turbineplus/
abdullah@micropowerlabs.org
Supporters: UNIDO
Turbine Plus provides a high return small investment
opportunity using smart contracts built on blockchain. The
investment raised is then used for the installation of crypto
miners that run on electricity generated from micro-hydro
turbines. A proportion of generated electricity from these
turbines is then provided to the nearby local communities
at near zero cost, hence providing a sustainable energy
resource and at the same time providing higher ROI on small
investments.
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TechVisor
CONTACT: Mugheera Ali Mumtaz
https://www.facebook.com/enenttech/
mugheera.malik31@gmail.com
rahimrasool17@gmail.com
Supporters: National Incubation Center Quetta
TechViser’s mission is to give everyone access to electricity
by reducing the utility bills, reducing transmission losses,
preventing electricity theft, and protecting our environment
by using renewable energy. It is developing an IoT based
advanced micro-grid which can function like a utility grid and
is intelligent enough to make its own decisions by predicting
the weather and load. This micro gird is smart enough to share
the load between two sources i.e. Primary (Renewable) and
Secondary (Utility Grid, Generators) and minimize the cost of
overall system by using some algorithms. In addition to this,
their micro grid will provide a complete access to user to
monitor his load. The user can also benefit from this system
by sharing the electrical power and charging others. Unlike the
inverters of any type, their micro grid is more relaible when it
comes to settling down a constant voltage or continous supply
of electricity in case of any faults or hazards.

eBolt
CONTACT: Abdul Basit
https://www.facebook.com/eboltbike/
a.basit153@gmail.com

eBolt, an electric bike, is environment friendly machine and
every mile you ride is putting massive savings into your pocket
versus driving your traditional bike. The necessary electricity
to charge them is minimal. In fact, the electricity costs of an
e-bike are quite close to free. A general rule of thumb is that
it costs almost nothing to power your bike for 50 kms of riding
and works on lithium-ion batteries. eBolt also provides cruise
control, abs brake system with the maximum speed of 60
km/h.

Biotech Fuels
CONTACT: Mustafa Siraj
http://biotechfuels.org/about/
mustafa@biotechfuels.org
Supporters: UNIDO
Biotech fuels established since 2012, is an energy solutions
provider operating through Pakistan and offering services in
solar, wind and bio-fuels sectors. The organization has worked
countrywide, leaving its footprint of environmental protection,
social responsibility, renewable energy solutions and energy
awareness throughout the country. It aims to create energy
revolution in the country, whereby the vicious cycle of energy
deficiency is broken, helping individuals becoming self reliant
and progressive in their daily routines. Working with various
national and international partners, the organization is
committed towards providing customized, resource efficient
solutions to all its clients, for a better and brighter Pakistan.

Supporters: National Incubation Centre
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Opportunity BRIEF

The Water Opportunity Brief
Global Market size:
Water Treatment Systems Market Size Worth $44.01
Billion By 2025
The global water treatment systems market size is
projected to be valued at USD 44.01 billion by 2025,
according to a new report by Grand View Research, Inc.5 ,
exhibiting a 7.1% CAGR during the forecast period. Rising
water pollution, along with growing awareness of a healthy
lifestyle, is predicted to boost the market.
Increasing awareness regarding the importance of clean
water and subsequently growing adoption of purifier
systems is expected to boost the global market by 2025.
Government regulations to safeguard supply of potable
water are predicted to further enhance market growth over
the forecast period.
Soaring demand for potable water and increasing
investments to manufacture efficient water treatment
units are also predicted to encourage market growth over
the coming years. In addition, significant reduction in
production costs and easy availability of these units will
spur the market. Developing countries have been offering
financial benefits to encourage the adoption of water
treatment units.
The residential segment, which includes small and large
homes, residential properties, and households, was worth
USD 6.83 billion in 2016. The non-residential segment is

5

expected to exhibit the fastest CAGR of 7.6% over the forecast
period. This segment includes industrial units, commercial
establishments, educational institutions, and healthcare,
transport, and recreational facilities.
In terms of technology, distillation methods amounted to USD
3.60 billion in 2016 and the segment is predicted to witness
robust growth over the forecast period. Enhanced capacity,
affordable pricing, and higher efficiency are predicted to
encourage the segment’s growth by 2025. In 2016, filtration
methods accounted for 17.7% of the global water treatment
systems market. High adoption of the technology, coupled
with lower manufacturing costs compared to other prevailing
technologies, is projected to segment growth.
Trends:
•
•
•
•

Reverse Osmosis systems
Distillation systems
Disinfection methods
Filtration methods

Top 5 global water tech Companies
New Sky Energy (www.newskyenergy.com) was listed as a Top 5
company and also made the Most Promising Technologies list.
The company has developed a system to create marketable
products out of industrial and agricultural wastewater. As an
example, it can create salts from industrial or agricultural

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-water-treatment-systems-market
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wastewater and CO2 from flue gas. Other output chemicals,
dependant on the incoming stream, include carbonates
such as soda ash and limestone; acids like sulfuric or
hydrochloric acid; bases such as sodium hydroxide; and
gases like hydrogen and oxygen.
NanoH2O (www.nanoh2o.com) was also named a Top
5 company and an early market leader for its reverse
osmosis membrane systems based on nanostructured
materials and polymer technology. The company’s thinfilm nanocomposite membranes are said to dramatically
improve desalination energy efficiency and productivity,
providing higher flux and salt rejection rates than more
traditional membrane systems.
212 Resources (www.212resources.com) was also listed as
an early market leader, thanks to its mechanical vapor
recompression process for use in treating water used
in unconventional oil and gas production. The process
produces two effluent streams: consistent quality water
and highly concentrated brine. The brine is near saturation
levels, which is said to reduce disposal volumes and
maximizes the volume of clean water. The modular
systems are designed to be located in close proximity to
actual drilling and completion activities.

problem when the pipe is buried underground can be timeconsuming, disruptive and expensive. Acoustic Sensing
Technology uses sonar to find and assess problems in pipes
deep underground. It combines hardware, software and data
analytics and can survey up to 330ft (100m) in under three
minutes.
Pluto https://www.plutoshift.com/
If you have time-stamped water data that comes from devices
such as sensors and meters, then Pluto provides an analytics
platform to make management smarter using “Deep Learning.”
“We enable our customers to prevent water wastage, predict
asset failures and minimize operating costs,” the company
explains. “Our solution ingests data from various data sources
and provides actionable insights in real time.”

Acoustic Sensing Technology http://acousticsensing.co.uk/
about-us/
A broken or leaking pipe can mean a huge loss of
resources, among other problems. Even finding the
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problem BRIEFS

OVERVIEW

key statistics

The major threat that Pakistan faces today is not Islamist
terrorism but water scarcity. While the former makes
headlines all over the world, the latter is an issue that is
hardly discussed in the national and international media
or by policymakers.
Last year, the Pakistan Council of Research in Water
Resources (PCRWR) warned that the country may run dry
by 2025 if the authorities didn’t take immediate action.
It said the majority-Muslim country touched the “water
stress line” in 1990 and crossed the “water scarcity line” in
2005.

PER CAPITA ANNUAL WATER AVAILABILITY IS

1,017 CUBIC METERS

SCARCITY THRESHOLD =

1,000 CUBIC METERS

If this situation persists, Pakistan is likely to face an acute
water shortage or a drought-like situation in the near
future, predicted by the Pakistan Council of Research in
Water Resources (PCRWR), which is affiliated with the
Pakistan Ministry of Science and Technology.
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Solutions From Around the
World:

CHALLENGES
•

Greater scarcity resulting from higher demand

•

Diminishing capacity of reservoirs

•

Excessive (nearly 60pc) conveyance losses

•

Deteriorating infrastructure

•

Excessive ground water use.

Recommendations
•

Productive (more crop per drop)

•

Allocative efficiency (more value per drop)

•

Conservation and metering

•

Fog Catchers: Vast mesh nets are used to capture
moisture from fog, which drips into collection trays after
condensation. The largest of these projects is on the
slopes of Mount Boutmezguida, a microclimate in Morocco
where 6,300 litres of water can be harvested per day. The
water is clean, free and instant. First developed in South
America, fog catching systems also exist in Chile, Ghana,
Eritrea, South Africa and California.

•

PurifAid is a social enterprise geared towards installing
efficient, durable water decontamination systems in
Bangladesh. Groundwater in Bangladesh was found to
be laden with high levels of arsenic, putting millions
of people at risk of death due to arsenic poisoning..
PurifAid attempted to solve this problem by adapting
DRENCH (Direct Remediation and Elimination of Chemical
Harm) technology in rural Bangladesh. DRENCH is a new
generation of filtration unit that runs on an organic byproduct of the beverage industry – in this instance, rice
husks. When rice husks are used for two cycles of filtration,
it can remove 95% of arsenic, along with manganese and
iron, from drinking water. The DRENCH unit successfully
filtered out the arsenic contamination and proved that the
technology filter could effectively be retrofitted directly
onto the tube wells.

Sources:
The State of Economy: Agriculture and Water, Shahid Javed Burki Institute of Public Policy,
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INNOVATIONS from pakistan
•

Controlled drainage helps in saving freshwater by
providing part of the consumptive use through
capillary rise from shallow water tables. The objective
of controlled drainage is to reduce subsurface drainage
intensity during specific period of time by temporarily
raising the level of the drain outlet. Capillary rise from
the raised water table contributes in moisture supply
to the root zone. Experimental works in Egypt showed
that up to 40% of the total water requirement could be
saved through controlled drainage.

Pharmagen Water
CONTACT: Pervez Sufi
http://www.phl.com.pk/new/	 
psufi@brain.net.pk
Supporters: Acumen, UKAID, Palladium
Pharmegen Water is providing clean, safe, affordable drinking
water in Lahore.
Pharmagen Healthcare Ltd. (PHL) is a social enterprise and an
investee company of the Acumen Fund working to promote
preventive healthcare in Pakistan, particularly in the Bottomof-the-Pyramid (BOP) population by making accessible clean &
purified drinking water to the masses.

Saaf Suthraa Shehar
CONTACT: Mehrun Nisa Malik
saafsheher.com
mehrunisa@saafsheher.com
Supporters: Invest2Innovate

Sources:
Could these five innovations help solve the global water crisis?, Rosie Spinks, The
Guardian, 13 Feb 2017
PurifAid: Ending the Arsenic Water Crisis in Bangladesh, Grand Challenges Canada
Innovative Technologies for Water Saving in Irrigated Agriculture, Suresh Kulkarni,

Saaf Suthra Sheher is comitted to make environmental
management an integral part of development process,
whereby policy makers and public at large consider it their
responsibility to capitalize on the intrinsic environmentdevelopment correlation. Setting up social enterprises around
concepts such as recycling, access to basic services and urban
regenaration is another of their specialties , whereby they have
suggested and implemented pilots.

International Journal of Water Resources and Arid Environments 1(3): 226-231, 2011
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Intelghar

3W SYSTEMS

CONTACT: Fasih Waheed

CONTACT: Saqib Nawaz

http://www.intelghar.com/		
fasihw@yahoo.com

http://www.3wsystems.com/
saqibnawaz@3wsystems.com.pk

Supporters: The Nest i/o

Supporters: UNIDO

Their wireless water tank management system completely
automates the overhead water tank filling process, thus
eliminating the need to manually operate the water pump.
Installation is super easy and can be done in minutes. It
eliminates the water and power wastage caused due to
overflows and also removes the hassle of operating the pumps
manually.

3W Systems is providing cost effective and innovative solutions
to its clients in the fields of water and wastewater treatment
for a decade. 3W research team is exploring novel sustainable
wastewater treatment technologies keeping in view the local
(Pakistani) environmental and energy issues.

Nanoclo
CONTACT: Zeeshan Khatri

PakVitae

https://www.facebook.com/nanoclo/
khatri.zeeshan@gmail.com

CONTACT: Shayan Sohail
https://www.facebook.com/pakvitae/
shayansohail21st@gmail.com		
Supporters: NIC Lahore, Pakistan Innovation Foundation,
TICK -UET
PakVitae’s mission is to make access to clean water for
everyone easy and affordable. It designs highly cost-effective,
off-the-grid water filtration solutions, which are tailor-made
to meet the needs of millions around the globe living at and
below the poverty line.
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Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology
Nanoclo works to develop various nanofibre membranes. It has
developed a “Gravity water filter” using nanofiber membranes
for household and for flood prone areas. The water can be
filtered at gravity that can reduce 90% turbidity and 90%
bacteria.
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Things Access
CONTACT: Muhammad Umair
http://thingsxess.com/index.php/#topPage
umair@kics.edu.pk,
info@thingsxess.com
Supporters: The Nest i/o
“Things Access offers Internet of Things (IoT) based innovation
solutions to public and private sector organizations. We
develop indigenous IoT devices to provide energy efficient
and fully autonomous end-to-end solutions based on various
application use cases.

Provided lack of focus in WASH sector, SES has been
established to offer economical, efficient and less energy
intensive technologies to fit in the scenario of Pakistan. The
core business areas include technical advisory, designs,
operation and maintenance of environmental systems with
particular focus on sectors such as water, sanitation and
hygiene (WASH). Our first product Decentralized Wastewater
Treatment System (DWTS) has been devised using locally
available recycled material to treat wastewater without
consumption of electricity.

Their smart agriculture farming system comprises custom
sensor modules that monitor soil moisture, acidity level,
temperature, and other environment variables, thus ensuring
- Smart water management according to environmental and
climate changes
- Reduction in scarce water and energy source wastage
- Weather forecast and alerts”

Sustainable Environmental Solutions (SES)
CONTACT: Dr. Sher Jamal Khan
http://senvsolutions.org/
s.jamal@iese.nust.edu.pk,
contact@senvsolutions.org
		
Supporters: NIC Lahore, Pakistan Innovation Foundation
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INNOVATIONS from pakistan

Rise Mom

HnO Services

CONTACT: Sihah Waris

CONTACT: Muhammad Mudassir

risemom.com
sihah@soulgix.com

https://www.hnoservices.pk/
muddasarsharif786@gmail.com

Supporters: NIC Islamabad
Rise Mom is an online platform with smart phone application
that connects daycare centres and mothers. It enables mothers
to get timely status updates regarding their child at the day
care, while they are at work. It also allows them to see their
children via livevideo feed.

Home and Office Services is a web and mobile based company
committed to bring better employment opportunities to the
informal job sector and improve the lives of millions. The
company aims not only to help the blue collar workers, but at
the same time assist the upper middle class households and
offices in regards with all sorts of helpers by bridging the gaps
and connecting the right employer with the appropriate job
seeker via multiple networks.

Sheops
CONTACT: Nadia Patel Gangjee

Ghar Par

http://www.sheops.com/
nadia@sheops.com
		

CONTACT: Shameelah Ismail
facebook.com/gharparco
shameelah@gharpar.co

Supporters: Nest i/o
Sheops, a portmanteau word that stands for she shops,
she operates and she opts. Pakistan’s first online women’s
marketplace facilitating women entrepreneurs and womenoriented businesses, to sell their products online by providing
them with a bespoke, easy-to-use platform. It also facilitates
stay-at-home women to monetize their talents, turning them
into a business, in effect increasing financial inclusion of
women in the entrepreneurial workspace. Sheops has been
able to connect the Pakistani women diaspora from across the
world to buy and sell to each other.
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Ghar par which translates loosely as “AtHome”, provides beauty
services at your doorstep. GharPar functions as a platform
connecting at-home beauticians from underprivileged and
minority backgrounds with female customers who are pressed
for time. The user-friendly website enables customers to pick
and choose from a variety of services and view the individual
price of each service before booking an appointment, thus
ensuring convenience and economy of time.
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Mauqa online

Namyr

CONTACT: Suniya, Mustafa

CONTACT: Zahra Amber

http://mauqa.online
mustafa@mauqa.online,
Suniya@mauqa.online

namyr.net
Zahraamber06@gmail.com

Supporters: NIC Islamabad, Invest2Innovate
Mauqa.Online is an effort to bring the benefits of the internet
to the underprivileged across the world. They are developing
an interface that translates the contents of a webpage or an
application to graphics and audio only, hence communicating
the message without text. The platform connects uneducated
and underprivileged people with nearby work opportunities.
Mauqa Online uses human-centered design thinking to
develop solutions for the base of the pyramid population.
These solutions leverage the scale and accessibility of telecom
and bring real economic benefits to these uneducated users.

Supporters: National Incubation Centre Islamabad, Cross
Cultural Program Germany, University of Oklahoma, Life
out of the box USA, Abury Foundation Germany, Cultural
IP rights Initiative, Acumen.
Namyr is working on preserving culture of indigenous
communities by preserving and promoting their craft. They
are an eco friendly ethical fashion enterprise. Their goal
is ethical fashion, cultural preservation, toxic free fabric
and safe environment. Currently, they are working with
Kalash community on promoting their craft to national and
international market.

Fori Mazdoori

Handicrafts Valley

CONTACT: Musstanser Tinauli

CONTACT: Alamgir Khan

https://www.facebook.com/ForiMazdoori/
musstanser@gmail.com

https://fb.com/handicraftsvalley
alamgir.kakar@gmail.com

Fori Mazdoori is a digital service that helps connect labour
with potential employers through smart-phone apps, website
and SMS based services. It helps in access to quality labor
and contribute towards reduction in unemployment. It aims to
change the lives of millions of labourers across South Asia who
are not technology literate. FM also greatly helps employers
(such as housewives, builders) to find peer rated quality labour
with a click.
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Supporters: NIC Quetta
Handicrafts Valley is a marketplace for artisans from
Baluchistan to learn to adapt their cultural products to the
contemporary fashion demands and to promote their crafts to
a larger market.
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FindMyAdventure

Polly and Other Stories

CONTACT: Husnain Habib Malik

CONTACT: Amneh Shaikh-Farooqui

www.findmyadventure.pk
husnain.malik12@gmail.com

www.pollyandotherstories.com
Info@pollyandotherstories.com

Supporters: USAID, Nest I/O, LUMS
FindMyAdventure is Pakistan’s first online travel and tourism
marketplace. The traditional Pakistani tourism industry
struggles with a problem of high fragmentation of demand and
supply. However, through their online, two sided marketplace
model, they are able to solve this problem by aggregating
demand and supply onto the same platform.
Since inception nearly two years ago, they have been able to
positively impact the livelihoods of approximately a 100 small
and medium enterprises engaged in the tourism industry.
They’ve been able to generate revenues in excess of a million
dollars and have recently received a grant from the USAID to
roll out a guide network throughout Pakistan.

Polly & Other Stories brings human ideals back into retail
by integrating original, innovative designs and products with
flawless quality with the inspiring stories and creative talent
of the people that make them. They work with a diverse
community of innovative artisans, designers, artists and
entrepreneurs across Pakistan that have a unified vision of
growth and dynamic product development. Polly & Other
Stories involves people with a creative vision and a passion
to make – from rural women painstakingly crafting beautiful
pieces using age-old, hand-worked techniques to a young
entrepreneurial artisans crafting handmade soaps and
talented men making hand-printed fabric using organic dyes
and hand-carved wooden blocks. Through their thoughtfully
curated, marketplace, they support creative businesses and
talented artisans across Pakistan to sell unique products
based on local culture, aesthetic and crafts.

One Touch Service

The Mad Hatters

CONTACT: Salma Rasheed

CONTACT: Aneeqa Ali

https://mbasic.facebook.com/One-touchservice-353661768533687/
Salmarasheed152@gmail.com

http://www.themadhatters.pk/
aneeqa559@gmail.com

Supporters: National Incubation Center Quetta.
One Touch Service provides skilled labor service through a
cellphone application. It provides labor services like Plumber,
Electrician, Carpenter, IT experts etc. Their initial target market
is Quetta city.
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Supporters: Women Innovation Network
Female led platform for adventure seekers and explorers to
journey into some of the less explored areas of Pakistan for a
rich cultural experience.
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Roshni Rides

Beleza.pk

CONTACT: Gia Farooqi

CONTACT: Aftab Alam

roshnirides.com
giafarooqi@roshnirides.com

https://www.facebook.com/beleza.pk
aftabalamkb25@gmail.com

Supporters: NEST i/o, Hult Prize, CIRCLE

Supporters: Durshal - KPITB

Roshni Rides recognizes that women in Karachi are 4 times
less mobile than men leading to a decrease in independence
and job participation. They believe they can close this gap by
formalizing the current pick and drop system through their
digital platform. Roshni Rides is an end-to-end enterprise
transportation solution. They charge your business per seat
not per vehicle. With Roshni Rides, businesses only pay for
what they need. Their mission is to empower women in
Pakistan through transportation.

Beleza is an online marketplace that is on the mission to
create sustainable income opportunities for small businesses,
women entrepreneurs, home-based workers and creative
talents from across the region to sell handmade, unique local
products that build on their skills, value their craft and enable
them to contribute to the development of their communities.

Bizztask
CONTACT: Mr. Naeem Ahmed

World of Creatives
CONTACT: Mahnoor Haroon Niazi

www.bizztask.com
naeem.solangi@admin.muet.edu.pk

www.basabab-woc.com
mahn.niazi@gmail.com

Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology

Supporters: National Incubation Center, Islamabad

BizzTask is a web and android application which is developed
and designed for people all over the world. The application
provides a platform to connect people who searches for
different types of services to those professionals who offer
such services in their areas, such as Technician, Carpenter,
Designers, Beautician, Photographers, Accountants, Dietician,
Physician, Specialists, Midwife, Nurses, Mechanics, Health
Professionals, Programmer, Developers, Hair Dresser, Barber,
Firefighters, Paramedic, Secretary, Machinists, Medical
Laboratory, Broker, Tailor, Welder, Gardener, Cleaners, Car
Washers, Sweepers, Optician, Doctor, Engineer, Teacher, Lawyer,
Laborer, Veterinary, Electrician, Plumber, and Pharmacist. In
a nutshell, all professional services are made available on
platform.

World of Creatives aims to provide a holistic solution for
the creative community of Pakistan including the artisans,
designers, brands (working in promoting the traditional
sector of Pakistan) and other marginalized communities who
have some creative skills to turn their skills into profitable
businesses. Their mission is to provide their beneficiaries
with the essential trainings and focus groups to improve their
skills, product quality and exposure and at the same time help
them market and sell their products through our social media
platforms, blog and e-commerce.
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Food Craft
CONTACT: Mr. Imdad Ali
https://www.facebook.com/foodcraft.pk/
Imdad.bughio@admin.muet.edu.pk
Supporters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center,
Mehran University of Science and Technology
Their philosophy is based on empowering communities and
building and securing the future of more than 70,000 talented
people and their families. More than 80% of the artisans are
women who tend to spend the most part of their income in
helping their children get better education. World of Creatives
aims to build at least 10 small enterprises in each prominent
region. This means more jobs for these communities. The aim
is for World of Creatives to be the go to digital solution for
anyone in Pakistan who wants to polish their creative skills or
sell their products locally and internationally.

Elum Traditional Art & Craft
CONTACT: Nadeem Khan
elumtac.com
nadeemislampur@gmail.com
Supporters: ICIA (Islampur Cottage Industries
Association)
Elum Traditional Art and Craft is supporting local artisans to
present their product directly in the national and international
market to earn more from their skills and avoid middlemen
thus to raise their income and lifestyle.
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